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Pucker
Just a coin,
just a coin.
He paces the tube
bound for King’s Cross St Pancras.
Pants:
a blend of black that stops
at his knobbed ankles.
Kiwis in my backpack’s middle pocket.
Six of them, in plastic wrap.
How do I ask:
do you want a pack of kiwis?
He trails past;
traces a zippered path
on the speckled vinyl flooring.
In place of socks
are calloused toes
cracked with dirt.
I do not ask
about the bitter brown fruit.
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Atonement
Sharp squeal
of kitten claws
that elicit a shiver and a shake—
dad calls it meat-hook.
Headless cut of cow
fastened to the ceiling
with a nickel clasp—
is it tender where the flesh gapes?
I thought meat-hook was
those shivers which trail
after red drips—
spinal cord hung on a metal clip.
Dad’s stained palms
from a leaden mallet.
Ashen pewter beats
beef with a mortal pulse—
can blows tenderize what is mute?
Dad named it meat-hook:
I am (the meat) pierced
by shudders (hook).
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Calling Her My Girlfriend
A fine spray from the sprinklers
loiters above the pavement
misting my heels.
The sidewalk is flushed
in a gasoline-yellow smolder
from large oval bulbs
nested in periodic street-lamps.
An iridescence glints:
A single June-bug
stuck in a sidewalk crack.
Dead or alive?
It is
September; I keep
walking.
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What’s Left to Set–Stews
Didn’t eat
to fit in
the choker-neck party dress
that cuts above mid-thigh.
Hungry to look pretty
a prettiness so gummy
it sticks to scabbed knees—
catches flies in boxed custard
left to set.
Behind I hear:
Damn G.,
nice piece of meat you brought.
Guttural laughs and back-slaps—
I stutter in heels and
stagger my words.
M. laughs. Says:
P. sent this to the group chat
in reply to a photo of us:
Congrats on the sex
My teeth water
the tighter I clench my eyes.
R. flew out to visit me.
A day in, giggles and
shows me a text from his sister:
Did u get laid
I spurt a guffaw
from the soft red of my throat.
Gloria Steinem
all black turtleneck
holds the mic, leans in:
Depression is anger turned inward.
Left to set:
Can you turn outward that which originates
from what turns in?
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Am I Not Fido?
4.

Staring from the porcelain plate—
I am dressed in mushroom sauce
atop spinach.
Medium-rare—
separated with a tug
and a serrated metal blade.
The scrape leaks
a bit of blood
onto the greens.

3.

Shrink-wrapped,
barcode covered hip.
Stacked on
other’s frozen flesh,
absorbing the fluorescent light.
My casing deflects that shine
onto the face that
lifts me past the shucked meat
of what could be family.

2.

Yellow clip on cupped ear,
cow friends call me not—
0516.
This plastic earring
clinks with a metal rod
pressed to my warm forehead,
buzzed milk-chocolate-colored hair.

1.

Nostrils widen
at a single surge
of bleeding metal.
Bolt to brain.
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My Google Search Bar at 15
Pick:
Cream for stretch marks
Cheap teeth whitener
Pluck:
Best way to remove upper-lip hair
How to fix split ends
Go hide:
Pull:
Workouts to do while watching Netflix
What birth control won’t make you gain weight
Pinch:
Number of calories in an almond
How to get rid of lower belly fat
Go seek:

McKenna Christian is currently studying to complete their English major with an emphasis
in Creative Writing and minors in Psychology and Gender Studies. Their poetry has been
published in The Oakland Arts Review performed with the Poetry Society of New York, and
workshopped at the 2018 Summer Literary Seminar in Tbilisi, Georgia, a program that
works with Fence magazine.
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Four Poems
Olivia Hunt
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Infinity Pool
Our kicking
feet whisk clouded
whirls, pricked
by grass
clippings
& insect legs. Cobalt
tiles, slippery
from sweat & sunblock,
confine gleeful
splashes.
With a hollow
thud, loose hair cascades
over the concrete.
Soundlessly, the
ripples lug you down,
down, collapsing inwards
like quicksand; grating
the skin on your heels.
But this is Holy Water:
at the sun’s height,
it glistens pure
white—raising
your buoyant
body to the surface.
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Tommorrowland
I can’t tell
the buzz of neon lights
from the blips in his voice.
Under pulsing
yellow stars:
a plastic alien
guards the concession stand.
My long fingers prod
its green body,
hollow and cold.
While my boyfriend claws
at kernels
lodged in his gums,
I think of obsidian eyes
that never close,
so wide
you could fall into them.
Waiting for our shuttle,
I think of hurtling
through space,
my arms stretched high,
shrieking
at every steep drop—
a white fog ascends
from metal boxes,
and we come to a halt.
I’m taller now
than that astronaut trapped in glass.
I could swallow
the planet
on that billboard to the left,
beaming
red and blue.
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My Boyfriend Wants to
Know Why I’m Afraid of
Flying
I try to explain
that it is secondary
but all too similar
to my other fear of being
buried alive. Windows shut,
eyes closed, seatbelts
fastened, mouths agape—
Yes, I’m afraid of big metal
LED-lined coffins and polyester, not knowing where
I am. I can feel
every vibration I try to console
myself (with a brochure) but I doubt
a bright yellow slide
could balloon
out from the exits
in time.
Tray table down, head lies
against the cool plastic, not in prayer, but tired
from looking at the food carts quivering and her
fingernail scratching at the skin on her thumb.
We’re losing altitude! I used to yell—
laughing with my brothers
when we were young
and I actually liked
the feeling of my stomach
plummeting.
Like those egg drops we did in Physics, cushioning
one with tape and bubble wrap to let go
from up high, hoping it wouldn’t
crack.
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Father: Christmas

My brother pounds his fists on the restaurant table, jingling the silverware. Wait—I flip the
kids’ menu over to find blank space —Why don’t you write what you want from Santa? He
nods and clenches a red crayon between his thumb and ring finger. I watch it dart back and
forth in his hand. Two words top his list: new dad. That’s not very nice, Connor. His writing
is frighteningly legible. Definite.
“It’s what I want.”
Connor knows that he deserves a present from scurrying elves. He doesn’t know that Santa
isn’t Santa. Who is he? Santa eats all the cookies but usually leaves a few crumbs. He doesn’t
like soy milk. His heavy footsteps make the floorboards creak. His yelling wakes everyone
up.

Olivia Hunt is a third-year student at the University of San Diego studying English and
French.
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Tori Tanigawa, Untitled, Acrylic on Canvas
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Two Poems
Annie Seaberg
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Painting 101
‘never smile in a painting’
opines the artist to his students
‘now,
i don’t mean to say that depression makes better art—
but it does’
the class erodes into a waning chorus of half-hearted laughter,
dissonant agreement with his prudent sentiment
regarding the obvious truth
obviously—
obviously,
meaningful
means the fluorescent hum of gas station bathroom lights,
white-knuckled grip on porcelain
sweaty red-eyes, cheek-stains
fist-in-mouth cries
obviously,the moment that merits a painting is a
glimpse of tangled limbs
grey sheets in the morning
tendrils of dusty light tickling eyelashes—
dawn passed through an age ago but at least the day is half-gone and
there are fewer waking hours until it’s time to
dream again in color and
obviously,
the enervated artist
emaciated bag-of-bones
is more inspired than
the plump vivacious Platonist
and vitality is the crux of infertility,
the barren canvas-scape born of the fool
with a paintbrush and a grin—
‘never smile in a painting,’
he quips.
and we laugh,
obviously.
20
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It’s All Inconsequential Anyhow

You look different in the mid-morning light,
in the 10 a.m. flat vivid
I can count each feathery hair that sprouts from the pores on your cheeks,
a brief reminder that we were animals once before we stood on two
feet.
Animals tangled together in the deep
night,
humans again when the honey-colored dawn leaks in to
tickle our eyelids.
I trace the window-shaped sunspot drifting across the carpet with my eyes
and the silhouette of your arm with my
fingertips,
Wake up,
I don’t want to, I want to graze my blind hands over their memory of you.
It’s trapped in ink on the postcards you sent me,
one from each of the places you’d wished I could’ve seen with you—
words which now,
stashed in a cardboard box in the bottom right corner of my childhood
bedroom’s closet,
dusty atop a stack of yellowed birthday cards deemed too cherishable
to toss and
adolescent love letters on college-ruled notebook paper,
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their sentiment
buried
in the
bottom right corner of my mind.
I keep you there, because—
you told me—
nothing lasts,
not the bitter acid rain and
not
that sweet, fleeting
honeysuckle season,
and the light today affects the same as it did yesterday and will tomorrow
and I suppose,
I’ll be sleeping under the green earth by then,
your love growing cobwebs in a box
in the bottom right corner of my thrice-great grandchild’s basement cupboard.

Annie is a third-year Visual Arts major who grooves on sex, drugs, and rock and roll.
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Misspelld
Davontae Reed

My name: they know differently than I.
Pottery: clay ceramics forged in fire
sculpted by hands other than mine.
Chiseled, engraved on the side
Davantae or DeVonte. Never Davontae.
Never my novella.
Their outline I foresee—
wallet without I.D,
walking mystery,
silhouettes accompany motifs
of a pleading identity—
internally, flayed bark off a tree,
yet, on the outside?
I smile,
There’s actually an “a” before the “e.”
I feel fictional.
Characterized by
high-handed coauthors—
yet, they never proofread.

Davontae Reed is an English Major with an emphasis in Creative Writing and a 2020
scholarship winner of the annual New York State Summer Writers Institute. He has hopes of
attending film school post-graduation. Through cinema, he aims to take world-building to
new heights and spread his “Fictioneerian” philosophies.
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Forever Changes
Colin Thompson

They gentrified the flower children
Lord and Lady made it so,
so lord and lady will remain,
this rigid binary contrived
science and theory denied,
rewritten for their sick vision.
Shit on Sappho, Shakespeare
You were never really here.
Hippie costumes, politic posture,
arched back and brow, austere
slouch in half-admissions and
I don’t care if you’re purple proverbs.
That curse of nonbeing, just where
did it come from, how many are its heir?
Don’t be sensitive, it’s words, calm down,
I’m lied to, one word before destruction prevails,
words can change what forever entails.

Colin Thompson is an English major in the Creative Writing emphasis. They are from Arizona
and look forward to law school following graduation in the spring.
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Andres Ornelas, Medusa, Acrylic on Canvas
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Andres Ornelas, Iticus, Acrylic on Canvas
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Fiction
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Target Weight
McKenna Christian

Cropper Winner
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TARGET

EXPECT MORE PAY
LESS
SPORTS ARENA – 619223-2491
09/24/2015 03:32 PM EXPIRES 12/23/2015

CLEANING SUPPLIES
320972508
PAPER TOWELS (2
PK)
$2.99
DO I SPILL MY GUTS OR
SPILL THE BEANS?

679410235
NO-SCRATCH SPONGE
(2 PK) $4.99
I’M NOT PRETTY ENOUGH,
NOT PRETTY ENOUGH
YET, AND THE PRETTINESS I WANT IS SO GUMMY THAT IT COULD SCAB
OVER OPEN WOUNDS AND
CATCH FLIES LIKE BOXED
CUSTARD LEFT TO SET.

264104832
PRE-MOISTENED TOWELETTES $4.59
I WIPE THE ASHEN SMELL
OFF MY HANDS AFTER OLIVE AND I SHARE A CIGARETTE WITH GAVIN. OLIVE
29
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TOLD ME THEY CURB APPETITE. GAVIN TOLD ME THEY
MAKE YOU A BADASS.

187538344
TOILET CLEANER

$5.48

HAVE TO DO A BETTER JOB
AT COVERING UP. REGURGITATION AND CIGARETTE
BUTTS LEAVE STREAKS.

335028724
QUICK GRIME REMOVAL
$2.99
IT’S LIKE TAKING THE PICKLES OFF YOUR SANDWICH.
YOU HATE THEM, BUT YOU
CAN’T ASK TO NOT HAVE
THEM. YOU CAN’T JUST
SHAVE OFF PICKLES. OR
YOUR UNDERARM FAT.

CLOTHING
793462903
GREY CREWNECK
SWEATER
$10.99
“THIS IS A SHITTY HANES
BRAND,” I SAID TO MOM.
“WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE
OR WE WILL HAVE TO BUY
A BAR OF SOAP TOO.”
“WELL.”
“WELL? WE NEED TO DO
SOMETHING ABOUT YOU
BEING COLD ALL THE TIME
AND I’M NOT GOING TO
RAISE THE HEAT PAST 65
DEGREES.”

096821135
HALLOWEEN-THEMED
SOCKS $9.99
30
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SOCK AND ONE ANKLE
SOCK WITH A PATTERN OF
JACK-O-LANTERNS AND
GLITTERY COBWEBS. MY
SOCKS PEEK OUT FROM
BLACK SLIP-ON VANS.

395389566
LACE BRALETTE
$12.59
PALE BLUE LACE REMINISCENT OF THE OCEAN. IT
WASN’T NECESSARILY THE
COLOR OF THE OCEAN;
INSTEAD, IT WAS THAT THE
OCEAN EVOKED A SENSE
OF LISTLESSNESS, MEMORIES OF BAKED SAND
THAT MOVES BETWEEN
TOES, THAT MADE IT THAT
KIND OF BLUE. THE KIND
OF BLUE I SEE WHEN I
SQUEEZE MY EYES SHUT,
TIGHT ENOUGH SO THE
DULL RED I SEE SHIFTS TO
A CRIMSON SO DARK THAT
IT EVENTUALLY BECOMES
BLUE. BLUE LIKE THE VEINS
BUBBLING UNDER TEMPLES.

ENTERTAINMENT-ELECTRONICS
057030127
HEADPHONES
$18.99
I WONDER IF IT WOULD BE
BETTER IF I LISTENED TO
THE MUSIC PEOPLE KNEW
LIKE TAYLOR SWIFT AND
LIKED SUCH AS HALSEY.
OR IF I LISTENED TO THE
KIND OF MUSIC THAT
31
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WOULD MAKE ME SEEM HIP
LIKE CHANCE THE RAPPER
AND COOL LIKE BLINK-182.
MADE ME LIKABLE IN A
DIFFERENT WAY. BUT MY
TASTE COULDN’T BE TOO
ECCENTRIC LIKE MASTODON OR KING GIZZARD
& THE LIZARD WIZARD. IT
HAD TO FUNCTION SOMEWHERE BETWEEN WHAT
IS POPULAR AND WHAT
PEOPLE RECOGNIZE.

578930221
SCREEN-COVER REPLACEMENT $5.69
“HI OLIVE! WHAT’S UP?”
“HEY, DUDE! I KNOW
YOU’RE SHOPPING WITH
YOUR MOM BUT I HAVEN’T
SEEN YOU IN FIVE-EVER
AND SO I WAS WONDERING IF YOU WANT TO GO
TO THAT ITALIAN BUFFET
TONIGHT WITH MY FAM
AND I?”
“OH, FUCK. SORRY. I HAVE
A HUGE PAPER FOR AP
GOV. DUE TOMORROW.”
“ON A SATURDAY?”
“YEAH. YOU KNOW HOW
MR. ROBINSON IS.”
“OH. YEAH. SHIT. WELL, ANOTHER TIME MAYBE.”
“YEAH. FOR SURE. I’LL TEXT
YOU.”

732147485
COMPUTER KEYPAD
$14.56
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THAT BUTTER CROISSANT
DOES MORE THAN WHAT
YOU CAN TYPE OFF. YOU
HAVE TO WRITE IT. WRITING MAKES IT CONCRETE.
MAKES IT HANG AROUND.
HELD UP BY COLUMNS.

GROCERY
982702461
BABY CARROTS

$2.50

OLIVE DID YOU KNOW THAT
IN ORDER TO BITE OFF
YOUR PINKY FINGER YOU
WOULD ONLY NEED TO
USE THE SAME FORCE AS
BITING A BABY CARROT IN
HALF?

813971104
BAKING SODA

$1.99

GARGLE WITH BAKING
SODA AFTER YOU THROW
UP. IT HELPS PREVENT
TEETH-YELLOWING. ACID
REFLUX. BAD BREATH.

347823065
BOTTLED WATER (24
PK)
$2.56
OVER THE SMOKE OF OUR
CIGS YESTERDAY, GAVIN
TOLD ME THAT IT’S ACTUALLY EASIER TO BOTTLE
UP THOUGHTS BECAUSE
YOU CAN POUR THEM OUT
AT NIGHT WITH HARD ROCK
MUSIC AND SERRATED
EDGES.

692340107
CHAMOMILE TEA

$2.49

“STOP TAPPING YOUR FIN33
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GERS ON THE SHOPPING
CART. THE CLICKING IS
GIVING ME A HEADACHE.”
“OH. SORRY MOM.”
“IT’S OKAY HONEY. I KNOW
YOU DIDN’T MEAN TO.”

092734871
CHEWING GUM

$1.50

MOM IS MAD I KEEP USING
UP ALL THE BAKING SODA.
I TELL HER IT PREVENTS
DOG BREATH. SHE JOKES,
SAYING THAT SHE’S GONNA BUY ME A CARTON OF IT
FOR MY STOCKING. STOCKINGS AND GIFTS AND
SANTA. WE CAN DRESS UP
IN COLOR-COORDINATING
OUTFITS FOR HOLIDAY
PHOTOS. I WILL DRESS
UP THE DOGS. I CAN PUT
CHRISTMAS TREE HATS ON
THE LABS.

250342819
CLING-WRAP
$3.49
I WANT A SHRINK-WRAP
MASK. IT’S SHINY LIKE QUIET. AND THE SLEEKNESS
OF SILENCE MAKES ME
STRONG. SUFFOCATE MY
TONGUE. CHOKE MY TEETH
UNTIL I’M FULL OF ONLY
RICE CAKES AND PLASTIC
FILM.

055020208
ENGLISH MUFFINS
$3.49
BREAKFAST: ONE WHOLEWHEAT ENGLISH MUFFIN.
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120 CALORIES. ONE TABLESPOON OF PEANUT
BUTTER. 90 CALORIES. ONE
MEDIUM-SIZED BANANA.
105 CALORIES. A TOTAL OF
315 CALORIES. TO BURN
THAT: 1 HOUR AND 3O
MINUTES OF WALKING THE
DOGS (3 MILES AN HOUR).
OR 55 MINUTES ON THE
STAIRMASTER (LEVEL 6).

006472153
OAT MILK

SILK
$3.79

I HATE EATING ANIMALS
BUT BEING VEGAN WOULD
BE OVERKILL. I COULD BE
VEGETARIAN BUT NOT
MENTION IT. NOT HAVE IT
BE A PART OF MY IDENTITY, JUST A THING I DO
OCCASIONALLY. I HAVE
TO BE CAREFUL NOT TO
BECOME ONE OF THOSE
VEGETARIANS THAT JUST
EATS CHEESE AND FRIES.
I DON’T WANT PEOPLE TO
THINK I’M FAT. OR FAT BECAUSE I’M A VEGETARIAN.

305733274
WAFER-CRACKERS
$2.59
GAVIN SAID HE READ
ABOUT THIS DIET WHERE
YOU ONLY EAT WAFER-CRACKERS. LIKE THE
ONES THEY GIVE AT COMMUNION. HE SAID I SHOULD
TRY IT. IF I WANTED. HE
SAID IT WORKS.
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HEALTH-BEAUTY-COSMETICS
908457925
ADHESIVE BANDAGES
$3.24
HALF OF THESE ARE FOR
OLIVE. SHE BLEEDS. I
BRUISE. OLLIE CALLS
THEM PLASTERS. I CALL
THEM BAND-AIDS. BOTH
ARE WRONG IF MOM SEES
THE MARKS AND ASKS
WHAT HAPPENED. ACT AS
IF I DON’T REMEMBER. I
BUMPED INTO SOMETHING.
IT’S EASIER THIS WAY.

970508437
ATHLETIC HEAD-BANDS
3-PK
$2.59
THE LIGHTHEADEDNESS
ISN’T TOO BAD ONCE YOU
START RUNNING. STAND
UP SLOWLY. GRAB SNEAKERS. TIE UP HAIR. DEEP,
GUTTURAL BREATHS.
START: GO!

049090506
BLUSH
$4.52
I DECIDED I WILL NEVER BE
PRETTY BUT THAT EXPENSIVE SHIT CAN MAKE YOU
PRETTY ENOUGH.

039568342
CONCEALER
$18.49
BROWN AND PINK TORTOISE SHELL FRAMES
REST ON MY HOLLOWING
36
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CHEEKS. THEY DON’T
OBSCURE MY DARK UNDER-EYE CIRCLES. EVEN
THE MOST EXPENSIVE
CRUELTY-FREE CONCEALER CAN’T FULLY MASK
THEM.

840363522
UPPER-LIP WAX STRIPS
$20.00
GAVIN ASKED, “ARE YOU
GONNA PARTICIPATE IN
NO-SHAVE-NOVEMBER?
‘CAUSE YOU HAVE A PRETTY GOOD ‘STACHE GOIN’.”

372208495
CURL CREAM
$7.50
EXPENSIVE ORGANIC SHIT
FOR MY RINGLETS. THEY
HANG JUST ABOVE MY
SHOULDERS. AS IF SUSPENDED PERPETUALLY IN
WATER. AS IF EVERYTHING
AROUND ME IS WEIGHTLESS. WEIGHT-LESS.
WEIGH. LESS.

052081315
FACE WASH
$8.99
THE SINK BECOMES A
CLOUDED TAN POOL.
WHAT A CLEANSING SENSATION, LIKE REMOVING
RUST FROM METAL PIPING.
THOSE COMMERCIALS
WHERE THEY TRY TO
REMOVE AUTUMN FROM
THE GUTTERS? THIS IS THE
SAME. A SORT OF METAL
ON METAL SCRAPE. BUT IN
37
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THE COMMERCIALS, THEY
JUST USE A LEAF BLOWER AND WATER AT A HIGH
PRESSURE.

052081472
FIRMING CREAM $14.01
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO
BE TAUT IF YOU ARE NOT
A BED SHEET OR CLING
WRAP OVER LAST NIGHT’S
LASAGNA? TAUT IN A FASHIONABLE WAY. ELEGANT
LIKE IRONED CORNERS
AND STRIKING LIKE CLEAR
PLASTIC. I AM YELLOWING
TUPPERWARE. AM NOT A
PLEATED BED SKIRT.

194207535
NAIL CLIPPERS
$1.25
NO USE IN KEEPING YOUR
NAILS LONG IF YOU CAN’T
USE THEM AS A SCREWDRIVER TO REMOVE RAZOR-BLADES FROM PENCIL
SHARPENERS. (NOT TO
PUT IN TRICK-OR-TREATING CANDY.)

018383462
RAZOR
$4.89
POOR GAVIN. INSTEAD OF
BREAKING UP WITH HIM I
JUST STOPPED SHAVING
MY LEGS.

863057201
SHOWER CAP
$.59
38
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COLD. A SHIVER-SHOWER.
MAKES THE BODY WORK
HARDER. THE WATER’S
DULL BEAT AGAINST THE
STERNUM LEAVES BREATHING WAVERING LIKE THE
RHYTHM OF BLUEGRASS
MUSIC: CHOPPY AND WITH
A TWANG.

465342042
SELF-TANNING CREAM
$7.99
HER SKIN WAS GROWING ASHEN. SHE PEELED
OFF THE LAST RESIDUE
OF SUMMER. SHE BEGAN
AT HER FINGERTIPS AND
PULLED A SLIVER OF SKIN
DOWN OVER THE KNOBS
OF HER WRISTS, SHUCKING FRESH SCARS, HULLING DOWNY FLESH.

143945346
WIDE-TOOTH COMB
$2.45
CURLS DRIP ON THE
SHOWER FLOOR.

HOME
497013441
SCREW-IN HOOKS $2.00
MOM CALLS THE SHIVERS
YOU GET WHEN YOU THINK
OF A KITTEN-RACE, CLAWS
OUT, ON CHALKBOARD
LANES A MEAT-HOOK. I
THOUGHT IT WAS BECAUSE
YOU GOT THE SAME SHIVERS FROM THINKING OF A
GIANT HEADLESS CUT OF
39
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COW HANGING FROM THE
CEILING. DRIPPING. BUT
SHE CALLS IT THAT BECAUSE SOMETHING GRABS
THE ATTENTION (THE
HOOK) OF YOU (THE MEAT).

547230196
YELLOW PLASTIC CUTLERY
$.40
“OLIVE. MY MOM SAW THE
CUTS.”

148765530
YELLOW PLASTIC CUP
$1.40
I CAN’T WAIT TO MAKE IT
TO FORTY AND BE DRUNK
WITH OLIVE ON A LEATHER COUCH (AND YELLOW
WALLS) AND WE’RE GIGGLING AND OUR TEENS
ARE WATCHING FROM THE
STAIRCASE MORTIFIED.

458858023
MEASURING SPOONS
(SET)
$3.99
THAT’S HOW I BEGAN
DRINKING MY COFFEE
BLACK; WHEN I REALIZED
HOW MUCH SUGAR IS
REALLY IN A TABLESPOON.
HOW LITTLE SWEETNESS
SUCH A BIG TABLESPOON
ACTUALLY GETS YOU.

031873274
MENSTRUAL PADS
$6.47
TOLD MOM I NEEDED
MORE PADS. HID THE REST
FROM THE PAST COUPLE MONTHS IN MY SOCK
40
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DRAWER.

074864985
DESK FAN
$14.25
ON RUNS SHE LOOKED
LIKE SHE WAS FIGHTING
THROUGH A STRONG WIND
CURRENT. EVEN THOUGH
HER SHARPENED ELBOWS
CUT THROUGH THE AIR.
SLICING THROUGH. DIVIDING BREATH. PIECES OF
SKY FELL AT HER FEET.
BUT SHE COULDN’T SEE
THE SHARDS THROUGH
BLURRED EYES.

568790541
EASY DIY SHELVES
$39.99
HER COLLARBONE SAT
AT THE TOP OF HER RIB
CAGE, PROTRUDING
ENOUGH FOR CAVITIES TO
CARVE THEMSELVES IN
THE SPACE BETWEEN HER
CLAVICLE AND HER NECK.
LIKE LITTLE BOWLS. FOR
RINGS. OR NUTS. OR BUTTONS.

937414758
FLEECE BLANKET
$19.69
HER BODY WAS GROWING
A COVERING OF BLONDE
BABY HAIRS. WHEN SHE
CURLED IN BED, KNEES
TOWARDS FOREHEAD, SHE
FELT THE FUZZ OF HER
GAPING STOMACH GRAZE
HER THIGHS. SHE WAS RETURNING TO WHISPY. TO41
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WARDS TRANSLUCENCE.
TO WOMB.

363949351
MINI PAPER LANTERNS
$24.99
FALL TAPPED AGAINST
THE WINDOW, FLOWING
THROUGH THE CRACK BETWEEN THE WINDOW SEAL
AND THE GLASS PANE.
THE WAFT SPIRALED UP
HER SPINE, EVENTUALLY
RESTING IN THE CREVICE
OF HER COLLARBONE. A
COLLARBONE ILLUMINATED
BY THE SPORADIC SPECKLING OF A FRESH CONSTELLATION OF BRUISES.
THESE SPOTS CRAFTED A
UNIVERSE LIKE THAT OF
THE FRECKLES THAT SPUN
INTO GALAXIES AROUND
HER BLUSHED CHEEKS.

253070109
ROR

MIR$12.89

PICK, PLUCK, HIDE. PULL,
PINCH, AND GO SEEK.
LOOK IN ME AND THEN
TYPE HOW TO GET RID OF
LOWER BELLY FAT AND
HOW TO FIX SPLIT ENDS.
BECOME DECORATIVE LIKE
ME–REFLECTIVE. YOU? A
REFLECTION.

MISC
321000001
ADVIL
(50 COUNT) $9.49
LITTLE CANDY GOBLETS
FILLED WITH AN ELIXIR TO
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DRAW OUT THE ACHES.
OR SUBDUE THE PULSING
PINKISH PAINS THAT FEEL
LIKE RED. WHEN I LAY
DOWN, THE SKIN OF MY
STOMACH IS STRETCHED
BETWEEN THE TWO
CRESTS OF MY PELVIS
BONE. THE SKIN DIPS IN
THE MIDDLE. A SUNKEN
BELLY BUTTON. PLACE
A SKY-BLUE OVAL IN MY
BELLY BUTTON AND IN A
SINGLE PEEP SAY I CAN FIT
MY ELBOW IN THE DIP OF
MY HIP BONE.

349028582
LIGHTER

$4.99

MOM DIDN’T SEE ME SLIP
THIS INTO THE RED CART.
HID UNDER THE HALLOWEEN SOCKS. SHE DOESN’T
KNOW I BURN CIGARETTES
AFTER I’VE BURNED ALL MY
TIME.

397864523
SLIM-SHAKES
$16.89
NOT EVEN LISTED IN THE
GROCERY SECTION.

424138906
WASHCLOTH
$2.99
SHE CAME TO WITH A
DAMP CLOTH ON HER
FOREHEAD. PEOPLE SURROUNDING AND MOM
CROUCHED ON THE LINOLEUM BY HER SIDE. HER
HEAD WAS FILLED WITH
CRANBERRY JUICE. IT FELT
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STICKY. AND SWISHED
FROM SIDE TO SIDE. SHE
COULDN’T HEAR HER MOM.
THE JUICE ABSORBED EVERY HUM AND PING.

OFFICE SUPPLIES / STATIONERY
907324727
RED & GREEN ENVELOPES
$1.69
HI MOM,
I ATE ONE OF THOSE
PUMPKIN MUFFINS YOU
DELIVERED. I DIDN’T
DRINK THE APPLE-CIDER
THOUGH. I CAN TELL WHEN
IT’S REAL SUGAR AND NOT
STEVIA. YOU KNOW I CAN
TELL, SO I REALLY DON’T
KNOW WHY YOU DID THAT.
YOU ALREADY PUT ME
HERE SO YOU COULD AT
LEAST RESPECT THAT.
LOVE,
YOUR DAUGHTER

209475234
HIGHLIGHTER (YELLOW)
$2.99
I DON’T LIKE TO PROOFREAD AND I DON’T LIKE TO
STAND IN LINE.

295974257
GREETING CARD

$2.45

HAPPY B-DAY OLIVE!! I
WISH I COULD BE WITH
YOU ON YOUR BIG DAY. I
WOULD BE IF IT WASN’T
FOR MY FUCKING MOM.
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SHE’S RUINED EVERYTHING. I HAVE TO MISS
YOUR BDAY, HALLOWEEN,
AND GET FAT. SHIT.

0793579264
STYROFOAM DOME
$3.49
MY VERY NICE MOTHER
JUST SERVED US NINE PIZZAS.I AM PLUTO.

084377632
LINED NOTEPAD

$4.99

MOM CALLS USING THE
2864 EXTENSION.
NO, MOM. I TOLD YOU THIS
ISN’T THE TIME. NO, I DON’T
WANT TO TALK. YES, I
MEANT IT WHEN I SAID YOU
ARE THE KIND OF PERSON
WHO WON’T HAVE THEIR
CASH OR CREDIT CARD
READY WHEN THEY FINALLY GET TO THE FRONT OF
THE LINE, EVEN IF THEY’VE
BEEN WAITING FOR TEN
MINUTES.

283106490
MINI PENCIL SHARPENER
$.99
OLIVE SENT ME A CARE
PACKAGE FOR HALLOWEEN THAT HAD PENCILS
WITH CANDY CORN ERASERS AND A LI’L SHARPENER SHAPED LIKE A GHOST.
THEY GO THROUGH ALL
THE PACKAGES HERE. THE
SHARPENER NEVER GOT
TO ME.
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437954028
DUCT TAPE

$3.49

GOD. YOU JUST THINK
YOU’RE SO TORTURED.

SUBTOTAL $395.28
T = CA TAX 7.25000% ON
$395.28
$29.65
TOTAL $424.93
CASH PAYMENT
$450.00
CHANGE DUE $25.07

McKenna Christian is an English major with an emphasis in Creative Writing and
minors in Psychology and Gender Studies. Their poetry has been published in The Oakland Arts Review, performed with the Poetry Society of New York, and workshopped
at the 2018 Summer Literary Seminar in Tbilisi, Georgia, a program that works with
Fence magazine.
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Léonardo Fiejo, Mas sua Vida era Assim Mesmo. Essa
Realidade Lúdica do Sonho que Não Veio, Color Photograph
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Look On My Work
Thomas Dolan

Cropper Runner-up
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SO at 9:27 a.m. on October 21 Student Assistant John walks into the
Registrar’s Office, says hello to Darlene at the front desk, to Dr. O in his cubicle,
to Zipporah in the corner, and to Worst of All Linda looking a little disheveled
behind her standing desk–the whole daily gauntlet of greetings that lie down the
long hallway to the coffee machine. It’s almost not worth it. And turns out this
morning no one’s even made coffee yet–still on their commute thermoses–which
is just further evidence for a hopeless universe. Student Assistant John exhales,
opens the lid, and fits a filter to the basket’s ridges. He scoops ten spoonfuls of
grounds, fills the carafe up to the ten cup line with water, and presses start. The
Mr. Coffee machine shudders to life. It wheezes, hacks, percolates, and lets out a
steady stream of blood into the pot.
“Huh,” says John.
He doesn’t go warm up his computer like he usually does. Instead he
stays to watch the carafe fill–what are the odds this will happen again? Between
the eight- and nine-cup marks the Mr. Coffee stops, evidently exhausted.
“Huh,” he says again.
He pours himself a mug and then, since she expects it, pours another
for Worst of All Linda. The blood quickly drowns the “Thank God It’s Friday”
written on the bottom.
“Coffee?” He offers her the cup.
“Sure,” she says, and then looks down at the blood. “You forgot the
cream again.”
THE Registrar’s been at lunch now for as long as anyone can remember. There
are competing opinions on when they left, exactly, but most agree with Darlene,
who at just shy of ninety has been here longer than anybody else combined. She
reasons he/she/it (she can’t quite remember) must’ve left sometime between
9/11 and the 2016 Christmas Party. If you’d’ve been there, you’d agree that no
respectable Registrar could’ve watched while that happened. The pictures Worst
of All Linda took at that party, some say, are the only reason she hasn’t been
fired.
Sure the darkness at the end of the hall under the locked door of the
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Registrar’s former office is a little spooky, and a little lonely maybe, but his/her/
its departure wasn’t all bad. Or it certainly wasn’t worse. Casual Friday was reinstated, for example. But when everyone realized that there was no one to approve
the Transfer Equivalency Credit forms, or Pass/Fail petitions, or anything else,
there just didn’t seem to be as much point in filing them.
Or maybe that’s the other way around. The point is it’s different, not
better or worse. When the Registrar was here, the anxiety was constant, near
total; now, it’s just like sleeping on your neck weird. You only notice when you
turn your head.
FROM a functional perspective, blood is not too different from coffee. If it’s
the caffeine in coffee that awakens its bleary-eyed consumer, then it’s the moral
shock that does so in blood. Just try and fall asleep with the religious/socio-economic/scientific questions of drinking blood bouncing around your head: Why
does the Mr. Coffee machine turn coffee into blood now? Is this a political stunt,
signifying the brutal, equatorial slave labor required to make the average morning pick-me-up? Should the office start buying Fair Trade? Will this replace a
daily iron supplement? Is the blood human?
Student Assistant John thinks he might actually prefer it to the office’s
usual ValueCorner Breakfast Blend. He takes another cautious sip as he sits at
his computer. With hazelnut CoffeeMate, not bad.
AT 9:31 a.m., Lexi-With-Two-Is comes in, sucking a Starbucks caramel macchiato up a straw with industrial competence.
“Hey!” she says. “You’re not usually here now.”
“Yes,” says John, looking up from his computer. “I had an experience. I
think I’ve become an atheist.”
She waits. “Well?”
“You want to hear about it?”
“No–didn’t you hear about Demi Mawby?”
“No.”
“Are you serious?”
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He was.
“Do you even know who Demi Mawby is?”
He didn’t.
“Where do I even begin…” She takes a fortifying sip from her drink,
then screams. “Is this fucking blood?”
“Huh,” says John. “It’s not just the machine then.”
“Blood? Are you kidding me?”
John was not kidding her. It really was blood. Human, too.
AT 10:33 a.m. Mike Ramsey throws open the office doors, still shouting the end
of a phone call. It’s his habit to arrive late, with some fabricated libertine anecdote at the ready to explain it.
He adopts a wide stance next to the lobby’s plastic palm to finish up the
call. Darlene goes to get him a cup of coffee. Worst of All Linda looks at him
with a mix of disgust and something else.
“I know, dude, I know. Well that chick from last night–no, not her, the
other one–hell yeah I went home with her. I’m like an hour late for work right
now because I couldn’t get her out of my apartment. Breakfast and all that. Eggs.
I don’t know, over-easy? Yeah, I’m at the office now. I don’t care what anybody
says: Tuesday nights are the best nights to score. Alright dude. Yeah. Uh-huh.
Well I should probably get off now. Yeah, yeah, your mom did too. Alright.
Okay. Later.”
Darlene walks up the hallway towards him, mug in hand. Mike Ramsey
hadn’t heard her yelp. “Hey, guess what I did last night,” he says.
“Good morning, Mr. Ramsey,” Darlene says. “Coffee?”
Mike Ramsey takes a sip. He doesn’t seem to notice anything.
AT 9:12 a.m. that morning, looking in her bathroom mirror one last time before
leaving for work, Lexi-With-Two-Is frowned at the too short bangs she’d messed
up trimming, and realized she was ready to be radicalized. She’d always been
pretty skeptical before–she’s an Aries, after all–but maybe it was something
about the extra eighth of an inch of exposure on her forehead that conveyed
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fanaticism. She didn’t know. Either way, she was ready to surrender herself
unto the next cultish thing that came along. She only hoped it wasn’t a terrorist
organization.
“Unless it’s a cool one,” she thought.
That was Michael A. Ramsey (ΠΚΦ, ’99) earlier, but you can call him Mike, or
Mikey, or Ram, or the Ram, or Lord of Punt and Nubia, or the Optimizer. The
closest hint to his actual job he’ll allow in polite conversation is the nickname
“the Optimizer,” which, despite being the username for all his social media
profiles, has yet to catch on.
Anyway, Mike Ramsey’s kind of been in charge since that Christmas
Party of ’16, when it became pretty clear to everyone that the Registrar wasn’t
coming back. His whole thing is the digitization of all the university’s academic
transcripts, which are stored in a labyrinth of filing cabinets in a vault with the
square footage of a small town library. There are thousands and thousands of
transcripts, an unbroken record which extends back to the first matriculated
student, Amos Adler, class of 1888. He got a C in Latin.
The plan was to scan, index, then shred these files: the Digital Optimization Initiative. Mike claimed that he had an email from the Registrar assigning
this project and appointing him its lead, but no one really believed that. His
power–and compliance with this project–had something to do with Worst of
All Linda and the contents of Worst of All Linda’s memory card from the digital
camera she had at the 2016 Christmas Party and maybe even had something to
do with what Zipporah still swears was the back of a head that looked totally like
Linda’s getting out of Mike Ramsey’s Trans-Am a block away from campus one
a.m. a few years ago. No one in the office believes that, of course–I mean, come
on, Linda?–but they do know that if you have something on Linda, you have
something on everyone.
THE first email from the Registrar came at 10:49 a.m. to every computer and
phone in the office. It read:
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Cease and desist the digitization and destruction
of all transcripts or risk my rath. [sic
sic]]
see attached for new policy on Pass/Fail credits
“That’s a little much, don’t you think?” says John. The employees are all
clustered around his computer, looking at the email.
“Well I think it’s about time someone held you people accountable,”
says Linda.
“Can you make it any bigger?” asks Darlene.
Dr. O and Zipporah are trying to estimate how many transcripts they’ve
already digitized and destroyed. They just finished the last of the Gs yesterday.
“Maybe it’s a prank?” Mike Ramsey says, sweating.
“But what’s the joke?”
Then the lights go out.
“Oh man,” says Lexi-With-Two-Is. “I think this might be it.”
SO in the months after the Registrar had left for lunch and the Casual Fridays
stopped and the office settled into its dull anxiety, the only thing to do was work.
Students kept adding and dropping classes, petitioning to graduate, requesting leaves of absence, forwarding transcripts, etc, etc. And the paychecks kept
coming and it was something to do. That’s why everyone went along with Mike
Ramsey–because of Linda, sure, but also because the DOI was the kind of project whose end was as comfortingly concrete as it was comfortingly distant. It was
an answer to the question, “What now?” or maybe an abdication from it. There
was always another transcript to scan, always time to kill by adjusting the scanner’s brightness and contrast and toggling between its 256-level gray, bitonal,
or 24-bit color scanning modes to see which combination produced the most
realistic facsimile. Sometimes it was dull, and sometimes it wasn’t, but everyone
agreed it was better than looking for another job. It was fine if you didn’t think
about it too much. But if you did, the stakes were somehow both unbearably low
and maddeningly high.
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BY 11:12 a.m. it’s pretty clear that either the Registrar or God now occupies the
office at the end of the hall.
BY 1:14 p.m. things have gotten out of hand. The office is cast in the artificial
twilight of the emergency generator and everyone’s drunk about three quarts
of blood. Lexi-With-Two-Is went out during her lunch break and came back
with robes and a cryptic series of face tattoos. Mike Ramsey–who was raised a
little more religiously than he’d admit–has retreated into his office and started
stringing mosquito nets around the windows. Dr. O just got off the phone with
his parents to see whether or not they’d put a secret older brother of his up for
adoption. Zipporah is trying to staple her half-eaten gyro above the door. For his
part, however, Student Assistant John can’t seem to care about any of it. As best
he can figure, the primary ideological conflict among the employees seems to be
denotational more than anything else.
“Yes, coffee may be turning to blood,” Worst of All Linda is saying to
the staff, “but aren’t the Add/Drop forms finally being processed? Can’t we get
transfer credits approved again? Why should we stop the DOI because of some
hacked email?”
Zipporah lets the gyro fall and turns to Linda. “Because who knows
what weird shit will happen next! I want to do whatever will bring things back to
normal,” she says. “I want the lights back on. I want the old brand of coffee back.
If an email says stop it or risk my wrath I’ll give stopping it a try. I mean–Darlene,
John, Dr O, do any of you even care if we stop the DOI? It was all Mike’s idea
anyway and he’s hiding in his office. What if we handed him over and just said,
‘Sorry–Mike and Linda made us?’”
“And just what is ‘Mike and Linda’ supposed to mean?” says Linda.
“Shouldn’t we at least find out who’s in the office before we do anything?” asks John. “Or if there’s anyone in there at all?”
“You hear the same noises we do,” answers Linda. “Sounds like someone’s in there.”
“It kind of sounds like animals giving birth,” says John.
“I don’t feel so good,” says Dr O.
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“That’s what paperwork sounds like. Besides, there’s a light on–that’s
good enough for me, and I doubt you’d be able to find out more than that anyway; nor, I might add, does it particularly matter to your job who’s in there. What
would be the difference whether it’s the Registrar or if it’s God?”
“At least God couldn’t fire us,” says John.
“What if we emailed him?” asks Zipporah.
“The Registrar’s bad with email.”
“We could knock.”
“If you touch his door I will bite your eyeballs out,” Lexi-With-Two-Is
says.
“Guys, I really don’t feel good.”
“Zipporah’s got a point. Why don’t we just knock? What’s the big
deal?”
Linda doesn’t realize it, but she literally tut-tuts before speaking.
“‘Knock knock, Yahweh? I had a question about this waiver of residency.’ Zipporah hasn’t suggested anything so foolish since that Christmas Party a few years
ago–of which suggestion’s consequences I might even have some pho–”
“Oh guess what everybody!” says John. “Linda’s got a photograph.
Linda is blackmailing us. What a novel concept! You would’ve sworn we killed
someone that Christmas. You know what we all call you, Linda? We call you
Worst of All Linda behind your back. Why can’t you just leave us alone? You
better hope it’s God in there and not the Registrar or we’ll all be in HR tomorrow.”
“תשחרר את האנשים שלי,” says Lexi.
“Bless you,” says Darlene.
Then Dr. O falls over, but no one notices.
AT 2:32 p.m. Mike Ramsey calls Student Assistant John into his office. He
reasons he’s going to be reprimanded for yelling at Linda. Or told to rat on
Zipporah. Or asked whether Federal Work Study regulations prohibit him–explicitly–from corpse disposal.
Mike’s seated behind his desk, tented in mosquito netting and daubing
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ointment on some boils. He had those before, though.
“Johnnyboy! How the hell are you?”
“Well, I skipped class this morning. And I guess I’m something of a
nihilist now.”
“Enough small talk. Can I tell you something? You’re the only one in
this office who really knows how to optimize. Zippo, Lex, Dars, even Dr O–
they’re all fine employees, but they don’t have it. But you do. You’re optimized,
baby. Don’t bother playing modest–I know optimization when I see it. Now
listen. I’ve seen you scan one hundred files in thirty minutes flat. Hell, you did
all the Cs practically by yourself. You know what that says to me? That says to me
that you know digitization is the future. That the DOI is important to you. It says
to me, why should little ol’ me–who’s never scanned a file in his life–be the face
of the DOI, when I’ve got the best damn scanner and indexer right in front of
me?”
“I’m not sure that interests me. You see, I had something of an experience this morning.”
“Listen, kid, I’ll level with you. You got the same email I did. I’m under
a lot of pressure here. A lot of heat. Lot of balls in the air. I’m gonna need you to
be a team player and help me out. Can you do that? Will you help me out? Will
you juggle a ball for me?”
“I’m not even sure you’re my supervisor.”
“Don’t tell me you’re scared of this weirdo. You’re gonna let them waltz
into an empty office, set up shop, and start making demands? Grow a pair! Who
cares if he’s God? The coffee he made tastes like shit!”
“Whether it’s god or God or just the plain old Registrar in there, I don’t
know that I’d care. It’s strange. You’d think it’d matter, but it doesn’t. No more
than usual. I think you’d understand if you’d let me tell you about my experience
this morning.”
“You’re really busting my balls here, kiddo. I don’t give a damn about
your experience. I didn’t wanna have to do this. It really, truly, pains me to do
this. But you know I ran into Linda last night–it’s not important where–and was
reminded that she’s quite the photographer. She’s got a hell of an eye.”
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John sighs. “Fine. But I won’t do anything involving chariots.”
AT 2:43 p.m. Student Assistant John’s standing by the front desk with an empty
box. “Mike wants me to come around and collect any gold you have,” he says to
Darlene. “We’re making an idol.”
Darlene sighs and hands her jewelry over. She always picks the wrong
day to wear her nice earrings.
John continues from person to person. He takes three bangles from a
hissing Lexi-With-Two-Is. He takes the wedding ring off Dr O’s corpse. He
even–reluctantly–collects Zipporah’s several toe rings.
“Do you know how to smelt?” Mike Ramsey asks John.
“No.”
“Does the college have a free smelting center?”
“We don’t even have free printing.”
“This university is the least optimized I’ve ever seen.”
“We could try the coffeemaker.”
So they put the jewelry into the carafe and the carafe on the burner and
turn on the machine. It groans again. Steam escapes the edges of the plastic. And
it really shouldn’t, but the jewelry starts to melt. Mike Ramsey swirls it around
the carafe, covering the glass with a thin layer of melted gold. It’s almost beautiful.
Then he starts yelling for a meeting. The two of them–Mike Ramsey and
Student Assistant John–come down the hallway, Mike bearing the carafe. The
office has gathered out by the front desk, tense, silent. Lexi-With-Two-Is’ mouth
is as frothy as a latte. Darlene is looking the wrong way.
“Behold,” Mike says, “the golden carafe! Kneel or you’re fired.”
They kneel.
“I am taking over the DOI,” John announces on cue. “Anyone who
knows me knows I have a passion for digital facsimiles. When I was three, I asked
for a scanner for Christmas. I started a Scan & Index club in middle school. I
took a Canon DocuCapture-C031b to my junior prom. I insisted Mike Ramsey
begin this project, and now I gladly take it over. That the Office of the Registrar
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has given me the opportunity to see my dreams realized fills me with gratitude
and excitement. Thank you.”
“Now kiss it,” Mike Ramsey says.
It’s all the same to John. Which maybe means he shouldn’t do anything.
Which maybe means he shouldn’t act at all but go home and swear fealty to
inertia. But he doesn’t. Maybe–even though all he did was make the coffee–part
of him feels responsible. It was quite a coincidence, you’d have to admit. So he
kisses the golden carafe.
Zipporah gasps. Lexi-With-Two-Is drops her phone in shock, shattering
it. Darlene shouts “Happy Birthday!” Then the email comes:

stone S
Student
tudent ASsistan
ASsistant
JOhn.
JO
hn.
The employees don’t think about it as long as you’d think. It’s certainly
more exciting than kneeling. They tie John to the plastic palm in the lobby, and
Lexi-With-Two-Is leads the charge to the Geology department.
STUDENT Assistant John knew it was exactly 9:17 a.m. in the morning on
October 21 when he stopped outside Goshen Hall on the way to his first class
and realized he’d been fundamentally mistaken about the moral order of the
universe. He knew it was exactly 9:17 a.m. because the recorded bells from
the generically Protestant-looking chapel on campus–“A great place for your
organization’s candlelight vigil!”–had just chimed, and for a while now they’d
been seventeen minutes out of sync with the hour. He doesn’t know exactly
what caused him to stop. Maybe it had something to do with how the bells still
rang even though it was well into the 2000s, or how no one seemed to care that
they were seventeen minutes behind, or how the college hadn’t just torn down
the chapel when they kicked out the Methodists in 1937. Or maybe it was how
all of that and everything else just happened to harmonize with those nine tinny
strokes and amplified a hypocrisy that’d been ringing in the ears all his adolescent life. So he stopped. And when he did, it felt as if he’d just put something
heavy down that he’d been carrying so long that even still his muscles strained
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upwards against the phantom weight. He had to stop. He could do no other. He
certainly couldn’t go into Ethics of Accounting–so he went to work instead. Call
it a crisis of faith.
THE problem is that by the time they found enough rocks it was 4:57 p.m. No
one wanted to stay late, and they suspected there might be some clean-up involved. So one by one the employees grab their coats, step gingerly over Dr. O,
and file out past Student Assistant John, still tied to the plant.
“Goodnight, John,” they say, one by one. Mike Ramsey winks.
“Goodnight,” says John, only once, and then they’re gone.
He turns his head to the half inch of light beneath the door at the end of
the hall. The office isn’t lonely once the employees have left. There’s still John
and God and the Registrar. Or whoever.

Thomas Dolan is a third-year English major.
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Sienna Todd, Silencing Lady Justice, Oil on Canvas
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Our Father
Mackenzie McDonald
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ONE WEEK AGO
When he says my name, I am not expecting it.
It’s been a few weeks since he’s chosen me, and I’ve almost forgotten the
metallic flash of fear that shoots through you when a monster says your name and
points his finger at you. It’s like a bolt of lightning in your belly every single time,
no matter how many times it happens. It’s been happening to me since I was
seven years old, and it still takes me by surprise.
When it happens today, my first thought is that I am going to shit myself.
Then the moment passes, as it usually does, and I seal off the part of myself that
is Mary. I blink three times, clench my fists, and otherwise do what I can to steel
myself against the nightmarishness that characterizes any amount of time spent
with my father. My father is a corrosive man. To be in his presence is to risk
being slowly dissolved.
He is horrible to look at, but I make it a priority to stare at him anyway as
I march across the room that day. He’s here later than usual, and mid-morning
light struggles in through the paint-blackened windows. It’s weak, but at least
it is trying. There’s a thin yellow bar of it pointing across the floor, and I walk it
like a gangplank.
He hates to be looked at: it’s one of the things I’ve discovered about
him. He wants us all to be like my sister Irma, too afraid to make eye contact. He
would love if every one of us trembled before him like a dry leaf in an unforgiving
wind. I will not lie and tell you that I am not afraid of him, but I make myself look
at him regardless. He is just a man. I remind myself. A sick one, yes, but still. Just
a man. Believing he is more than that is the greatest symptom of his illness, and I
refuse to let his illness become mine.
He has always been sick, our father, but he’s getting old now, and he can
no longer keep it hidden beneath the surface as well as he once could. His illness
is starting to manifest physically. It isn’t just his limp that tells me this: he wheezes when he walks. Lately, I can hear him coughing upstairs, which is no small
feat given the specially-insulated ceiling he had installed above us. The noise is
hacking and hostile, and sometimes, it lasts for several minutes.
When his episodes first started, I prayed. I don’t believe in God, but
I was giddy with the idea that maybe he’d get sick enough to die. The thought
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awakened my spirituality, if only briefly. Of course, as soon as I clasped my hands
together the way he taught me to when I was little, I remembered the heavy lock
on the outside of the basement door. It’s a lock that only he has the key for, and
that’s when I realized with a sharp sense of panic that if he dies up there, we will
all die, too.
When I am close enough, he grabs me roughly by the forearm and pulls
me up the stairs in his wake. I am one of the only ones he still feels compelled to
drag; Josiah is another. My brother Thad used to resist him, too, but he never
brings Thad upstairs anymore. He only sometimes brings my sister Alice. They
are getting too old for his taste, and if their chains are any indication, he is punishing them for the passage of time.
Of course, he would never admit it. He claims that God tells him who
to take upstairs every week, and that God told him to punish Thad and Alice for
their sins—he is simply carrying out His orders. He says it grimly, as if it is an
unpleasant but unavoidable reality that he has no control over. Like I said, I don’t
believe in God.
Every trip upstairs starts the same way.
“Kneel,” my father says to me, and I do, my knees falling into the same
half-moon depressions my siblings’ must when they are the ones forced to genuflect at my father’s makeshift altar. He recites the Our Father to me while I press
my fingers together in a steeple shape and look at the ground. When he is done
praying, he commands me to confess my sins.
“I have been greedy,” I tell him. This one always goes over well. My
father is of the inexplicable mindset that the existence of his children is presumptuous, even though it’s him and my mother who went to the trouble of creating
us. Perhaps they didn’t mean to, but that doesn’t grant them clemency in my
eyes. At the very least, they did nothing to prevent our conception, and I don’t
care what religion you practice: it is irresponsible to have children if you are
going to treat them worse than dogs.
My father nods. “What else?”
My mind scours for something that will satisfy him. It is hard to live a life
of sin when you are locked in a basement every day, so I often have to generalize.
“I have had unholy thoughts,” I say.
“About what?”
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I have dreamt of killing you a thousand times. I have imagined ripping
your eyes out of their sockets.
It’s best to water it down. “I wished misfortune upon another,” I say.
A silver figurine of the Virgin Mary presides over the narrow altar, and
when I say that, my father winces at her, as if he’s embarrassed to have graced his
morally defunct offspring with her name. He stands behind me, and I can see his
lip curl in the statue’s metal torso.
“You will need to be disciplined.”
He is particularly cruel that day, and I cannot help but wonder if on some
level he is punishing me for the eye contact. When his usual routine is complete,
I lay on his mattress with the shape of the extension cord tattooed into my naked
back and he retreats down the hall to the bathroom. I hear a knob turn, then the
sudden rush of water. For a moment, I lay perfectly still, hardly daring to believe
my own luck. The longest he has ever left me alone upstairs is to walk to the toilet
and relieve himself before returning in under a minute to march me back downstairs. Is he really showering right now? It seems like an uncharacteristic lapse of
vigilance, but then again, he was worse than usual today. Maybe he assumes I’ll
be unable to move until he comes back to mobilize me. Or perhaps it’s meant to
be antagonizing: I have not been granted the luxury of a shower in almost a year.
Whatever his reasoning, the truth is that I am wasting my time.
I swing my legs over the side of the bed and place one foot gingerly
on the floor, then the other. I am terrified that the bedsprings will creak and
he’ll somehow hear them over the water and come charging back in, his knobby-knuckled hands reaching to strangle me. But for once, starvation has a silver
lining. I am the size of a small child, and the mattress barely registers the shifting
of my weight as I ease onto the floor.
I crouch over the putrid carpet and consider my next move. Making a
break for the front door would be foolish: every Sunday, my mother sits in the
living room while my father does what he wants with us like a morally corrupt,
blindly devoted guard dog. I have no doubt she will sound the alarm as soon as
she sees me. My eyes dart to the windowsill, but it’s too high, and I will never be
strong enough to lift myself up and swing myself over the edge. Besides, even if I
did somehow make it outside, where would I go? How would I get help? I haven’t
been outside in almost ten years now, and I don’t trust myself to avoid getting
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recaptured.
I scan the dimly-lit bedroom for answers. I will have to make do with
stealing something and smuggling it back downstairs with me, but what? What
can they have here that could possibly be useful? The furnishings are sparse.
There’s the double bed, two battered wooden bedside tables, and a single lamp
that stands in the corner like a skinny gray flagpole. I have never seen it turned
on before.
I can still hear the shower, but I’m running out of time. I have another
precious minute of solitude before he comes back, maybe two if I am lucky. With
my heart thumping in my chest, I crawl to the nearest bedside table and carefully
inch open the drawer.
Inside, next to a worn red copy of The Holy Bible, there is a cell phone.

ONE DAY AGO
Thad knows things the others do not, things he cannot expect the rest of them to
understand. It is a product of his lifelong incarceration, and although his siblings
have been locked up, too, it comes down to this: he’s been locked up for longer.
Take, for example, his younger sister, Mary. Mary is seventeen, and just
now, she sits across the room next to Irma, who’s eleven. The younger girl is
curved into her side like half of a parentheses. It’s hard to see in the dark, but
Thad’s eyes are well-adjusted, and he can tell that his sisters are holding hands.
Without Mary, Irma would die here.
Thad knows this as surely as he knows that tomorrow he will wake up
and he will still be chained. His eyelids will slide open to the unchanged scenery
of four dirty walls and twelve hungry faces. And Mary—if she does what she is
planning—will be caught, and once she is caught, she will be punished. It will be
swift and it will be brutal. Thad doesn’t like to dwell on the particulars, just the
underlying facts, and the facts are this: if Mary tries to escape—if she somehow
miraculously slips through the cracks of the prison their parents have made for
them—they will silence her before she has time to get help. And after that, things
will get worse for all of them.
Maybe Alice knows this. Maybe Alice, with the short, metal chain that
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curls around her ankle like a silver umbilicus, would understand some of the
things their other siblings cannot fathom. That one malnourished girl cannot
outrun two monsters. That horrible injustice goes unchecked every day. But
unlike Thad—who feels a volcanic rage that might erupt at any minute from his
midsection—Alice is listless. Dull. She will not help Thad talk Mary out of her
foolishness, nor will she take Irma in her arms to comfort her once Mary is gone.
She certainly won’t slip the starving child some of her own paltry rations the way
Mary does every morning. No, it’ll be Thad who will have to watch with eyes wide
open as one of his sisters is caught and quickly destroyed, and another one slowly
withers away.
“They’re going to kill you,” Irma says across the room, and Thad turns
his head to listen. Against the single bed frame that cannot possibly serve the
thirteen bodies locked inside this room, Mary shifts her weight, the sound the
faintest rustle in the dark.
“No, they’re not,” she says.
Thad cannot help himself. He snorts, and the noise causes both Mary
and Irma to pivot their heads. They thought they were alone, his sisters, their
secret words shrouded by the dark. This is another thing Thad knows that they
must not: there is no such thing as privacy here.
“Not going to what?” Thad asks. He aims each word like a javelin. “Not
going to catch you? Or not going to kill you?”
“Neither,” Mary says. Thad wonders if she truly believes that, or if she is
just trying to convince herself, comfort Irma. Play a role. For his part, Thad has
long ago abandoned any notion of being the savior.
His brain hums, his thoughts bump against the walls, too many and too
manic to be contained in such a cramped space. If he wasn’t chained, he would
pace, but he is rooted to the spot, so he lets his mind do the pacing for him.
It spins in circles long after Irma’s head has drooped like a wilted flower onto
Mary’s shoulder, long after Mary herself has surrendered to sleep, her eyelids
trembling with impossible dreams.
Just when he thinks he will never be able to silence the overwhelming
racket of his thoughts, just when he thinks he may have to rip out his hair to
release some frustration, exhaustion hits, and the fire in Thad’s head does what
all flames do: it goes out.
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I am going to do it soon. I think maybe tomorrow.
Irma knows what I am planning. She crouches next to me, our skinny
backs pressed side-by-side against the metal bed frame. She clutches my hand. In
the foul-smelling darkness, it is almost impossible to see, but I can imagine her
face all the same. Straight nose, high cheekbones. Long, dirty hair. Irma has big,
gentle eyes—the eyes of an herbivore.
I remember as if from another life seeing a deer once when I was very
small. It was before they put us away, and I was standing outside on the porch.
He was there with me. The animal crossed our overgrown lawn on dainty, tentative hooves, pausing to nibble at a cluster of tall grass beside the mailbox. “Look,
Dad,” I’d whispered, hardly daring to breathe.
He looked, saw the animal, and shouted; within seconds, it had disappeared into the trees across the street. Before it ran, though, it swung its slender
head up to look at us, and I will never forget how it seemed to stare right at me,
how I felt like I might be swallowed up in the huge, solemn brownness of its eyes.
My sister has eyes just like that deer. They are the eyes of a frightened
animal, just before it bolts.
“They’re going to kill you,” Irma says now. Her hand in mine is impossibly small. “They’re going to catch you before you get outside, and they’re going
to kill you.”
I look straight ahead. Through the tarry black paint that obscures our
two windows, it can be difficult to keep track of time, but just now, I can tell that
it is night. The darkness is more complete than usual. “No, they’re not,” I say
softly.
From across the room, my brother, Thad, snorts. I can tell it is him by
the direction of the noise: it comes from the corner where he is chained. I had
thought Irma and I were the only ones awake, but I should have known better.
Thad’s anger keeps him from sleeping, or maybe it is his hunger, or maybe it is
his chains. Either way, he speaks to us out of the gloom. His voice is not as angry
as it is tired, which makes sense, since he cannot sleep.
“Not going to what? Not going to catch you? Or not going to kill you?”
I don’t move. I don’t even breathe. I imagine that I am that deer, and I am
just studying my surroundings, taking in the abject scenery before I move on to
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different pastures. “Neither,” I say. In the dark, ever so slightly, I squeeze Irma’s
hand.
I wake up to the pungent ammonia smell of urine. I’ve fallen asleep without
meaning to, still leaning against the bed frame. I reach a hand to my left, feeling for Irma, but my sister is no longer there. Instead, I sense baby Julian, the
sweaty, infantile heat of him as distinct as a small radiator. Julian whimpers and
takes a toddling step in my direction, causing the stench of pee to intensify. For
a moment, I am gripped by panic. My eyes flick to the window, but the blackness
is still more or less complete. No sign of the silvery, barely-there light that comes
with morning, which means there’s still time before he shows up. How much,
though? He hates when the baby makes a mess. I need to clean it up immediately.
“You’re okay,” I coo at Julian, who has picked his way over to me
through the void. He plunks his damp bottom down in my lap, leans his head
against my shoulder, and begins to suck his thumb.
Sometimes, because he is so little and has spent almost all his time here,
I wonder whether Julian’s senses have developed differently than the rest of ours.
Can he see better in the dark? Discern our gaunt faces? Can he hear the footfalls
of our parents on the ceiling overhead when we hear nothing? And if so, does he
feel afraid? I don’t know, because Julian cannot talk yet.
“Where are the diapers?” I ask the room at half-volume. There is a rustle
of movement, a faint ripple as the bodies of my twelve other siblings stir from various states of rest. We speak so rarely above a whisper in this room that it comes
as a shock to open your mouth and hear a voice tumble out. I press my index
finger to my lips, not because I am worried—he never visits before first light—but
because I am abruptly overwhelmed by all the other things besides my vocal
cords that lie dormant inside me.
“They’re gone.”
That’s my older sister, Alice, her voice recognizable for its dullness. Alice has been locked in here almost as long as Thad has, so I can’t really blame her
for giving up. At least, that’s what I tell myself. I have to, because it is no good to
resent the people in this room. They are not the enemy.
Of course, I’m no saint. Sometimes I have to repeat this five-word
sentence over and over inside my head like a mantra—THEY ARE NOT THE
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ENEMY, THEY ARE NOT THE ENEMY—and even then, it takes everything I
have not to lash out.
It’s Alice that makes me the angriest. I want to claw at her skin with my
nails. It’s not that I want to hurt her, not exactly. We’ve all been hurt enough
already. I just want her to feel something, even if it is pain or rage or grief or hatred. I don’t mind if she feels those things toward me, and her feelings spill over
and she lunges and attacks. At least then she would be feeling something.
Of course, Alice could never lunge at me even if she wanted to: there is a
thick padlock attached to the foot of a heavy wooden dresser against the far wall,
and attached to that lock is a short chain, and attached to that chain is a metal cuff
that ensnares my oldest sister’s left ankle. She is leashed to the dresser like a dog
I once saw before, leashed to a pole outside the grocery store. Except unlike that
dog, nobody is coming back for my sister.
“What do you mean, gone?” My voice surprises me with its force again,
even though it hasn’t gotten any louder. I angle my words at Alice. “How can
they be gone? He just brought us diapers yesterday.”
“Two days ago,” Alice corrects, sounding almost bored. “And I mean
exactly what I said. Clyde used the last one yesterday when he shit himself.”
My ten-year-old brother Clyde pipes up from east of the dresser. “I did
not shit myself!” You would be amazed how indignant someone can sound when
they’re whispering.
“Not you,” Alice says. She doesn’t add an ‘idiot’ to the end of the sentence, but it is implicit. “Julian. You put him in the last diaper yesterday when he
shit himself and it got on the floor.”
“Oh,” says Clyde, satisfied with the clarification. “That’s true. I did.”
“We have to ask him,” Erin, fifteen, says to my right. Her voice is grim
but determined. “Whoever he takes up today has to ask for more diapers. I can
barely breathe in here when he craps on the floor, let alone sleep.”
Josiah, Erin’s twin, his voice dripping with sarcasm: “Oh, and God
forbid your sleep get interrupted.” I sense rather than see Erin’s hackles rise,
and before the two of them can start in on each other, I stand up, balancing the
waterlogged Julian on my hip.
“Enough,” I say, and amazingly, the twins are quiet. “Everyone go back
to sleep. He’ll be here in a few hours. And Erin’s right. Whoever he takes up, tell
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him we need diapers.”
Silence, except for breathing, theirs and mine together, inhale exhale
inhale exhale. The clink of Alice’s chains as she rearranges herself, and then the
room goes stale again. It is just the darkness and the odor: the ripe, unwashed
stench of thirteen animals living in one cage.

TODAY
Morning comes, and with it, so does he. Eight heavy footfalls as he descends the
stairs, and then the ninth as he clumps onto the landing. If you listen carefully—
and I do—you can hear the slight unevenness in his gait, the little stutter-step he
must take to compensate for his bad leg. I am always, always pricking my ears,
straining to uncover his weaknesses.
The door squeals open, and light and air pour in, blinding, nauseating.
I hear a dog bark on the street, and beneath that, a faint, mechanical humming—
somebody’s lawnmower? For a split second, I think of screaming, but then I get
ahold of myself. I know better.
“Children,” he says.
I cringe at the sound of his voice, but still, I play along. Thirteen of us
stand at attention, even Alice, even baby Julian, who has one hand fitted nervously into mine, the other one anchored firmly in his mouth. He’s too little to
understand everything, but he knows he mustn’t misbehave right now.
“Our Father,” we mumble in unison. Our eyes point at the ground.
Today, the provisions are even scanter than usual: one loaf of bread.
Three apples, badly bruised. A packet of American cheese, the orange of each
individually wrapped slice garishly bright inside its packaging. A bucket of water,
which he stumps into the room on his lopsided legs and sloshes unceremoniously into the center. From beneath my lowered lashes, I see his nose wrinkle with
disgust as he enters the room. It’s your fault that we stink, I want to shout in his
face. But I don’t, because I am too weak to do this thing outright. I will have to
do it on my own time.
He gets straight to it today. No preamble, no lessons, not even the customary prayer. “Irma,” he says shortly, and he crooks one finger, indicating for
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her to follow him out. He doesn’t even turn to make sure she obeys. He doesn’t
have to—of course she will. Compliance is nauseating, but the alternative is
worse.
Not Irma, I think before I can stop myself. I hate when he takes anyone,
I shouldn’t play favorites, but for some reason, when he takes Irma, it is worse for
me. Take me instead.
But of course, I don’t say it. I only watch as sweet, skinny Irma scurries
meekly after him, her head bowed. No, please, I think, but of course, no one is
listening, and the helplessness is so acute I can feel it rising in my throat like bile.
Irma gets to the landing, and right before he shuts the door, I lock eyes with her.
She is the deer, and I want her to run so badly. Run, Irma. But the door
shuts, and I listen as he leads her away.
I am going to do it soon. I am going to do it today.
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Through the windshield of our small truck, I spotted the exhaust rising
from the vehicles stopped in front of me, which in combination with the suffocating desert heat made the air ripple and rise. Robbie said it was like looking at
heat, and he used this phenomenon to argue that you could see heat. We were
stopped at a red light that funneled all the other baseball dads into the city sports
complex. It was an artificial oasis of alien grass that defied Arizona’s brown,
scorching dryness. I’m pretty sure the air conditioning industry was heavily indebted to Phoenix and mankind’s hubris in founding it. The air blast from my car
certainly kept us safe from the deadly stillness of the late April heat. It was 8:30
a.m. when that light finally turned green and we entered the complex. Robbie’s
game was in forty-five minutes.
“You sure you’re ready, bud?” I kicked the engine off and turned from
my seat to face him.
“Yeah, Dad, I think I can do it this time.” Robbie closed the adventure
novel he was reading, perhaps inspired by the hero on its cover, and left it on the
seat. Off to his team he went, after a tug of his pants and an itch of his nose.
At eight years old, pitch started, and Robbie was struggling to make
the switch from T-ball. He was afraid of the ball coming at him and not used to
the timing either. He’d close his little eyes. He didn’t have that confidence yet,
but he was trying. Watching him, I felt so blessed. With him off warming up
with his team, I made my way to the bleachers. Left of home plate was where all
the Pirates parents were, and on the right were the people I recognized from
his first game. Among the left side’s crowd was a familiar face: Todd Beckett,
cooler by his side and a beer in hand—this was the ‘80s—sat there in the heat
slaking his thirst. He was likely two beers in already. Last season, his kid was on
Robbie’s team, and he was such a tremendous douche. He’d yell at his kid, my
kid, anyone’s kid that didn’t meet his expectations. Todd was too hot-headed to
coach–that’s what all the parents had decided, so now he’s here with us in the
stands. My face must have betrayed my delight, because he shot me a dirty look.
I had voted in favor of his “deposition,” as he put it, and he believed that I had
proposed the whole idea in the first place. Bad blood between us. The man was
once handsome, probably, before the light beer gut and the leathery tanned skin.
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Age had caught up to him, but he couldn’t let go of his peak. Todd was one of
those people that fiercely holds onto the way things were—minor league, practice
squad, back of the batting order (supposedly). In that way, I guess he was predictably obsessive. I made my way past his section of the bleachers quickly.
I sat down next to another parent on my kid’s team–Greg, I think his
name was–who I had chatted with before. He had his radio with him again, tuned
into the broadcast of the Atlanta Braves game, where he was from. I started
chatting with him again—just small talk—when I caught Todd looking me down in
the corner of my eye. “Freak,” I thought to myself, but I must have mouthed the
word while doing so, confusing Greg.
“Ah, sorry, it’s that guy staring me down over there. Real piece of work.”
I tipped the top of my water bottle in his direction. Greg leaned back from his
seat and noticed the man with the beer cooler for a companion.
“Oh yeah? How do you know him?” I caught a hint of familiar disdain in
his words. Too many characters like Todd, probably.
“His kid was on my kid’s team last year and he always had something
to say about him.” I tried to be as flat as I could–maybe he noticed, but he still
prodded a bit.
“Thought he knew what was best for your son, huh?”
I really wanted to move on, from this topic. “Yep, he’s one of those peaked-in-high-school types, but yeah…”
The first pitch flew from the mound, and the conversation trailed off as
the game began.
The first inning, the Pirates took to the field on defense. The pitching mound was manned by Todd’s son Colby. Even without the nepotism of a
coaching father, he still captured a vital starting position. I soon saw it was for
good reason, however; he had an arm compared to what the kids were used to
swinging at. He struck out our first two hitters. Robbie was third up, and I gave
him a cheer as he walked up to the plate. The first pitch he didn’t swing—it was
way outside his strike zone, low and to the left. The little brat lacked control
every few throws, for all the speed he was trying to put on it. The second pitch
found its mark, sailing squarely through the middle of the rotational range that
should have been covered with Robbie’s bat. He had closed his eyes, I was sure.
The third throw was another ball, dropping short. Todd barked at his son for
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this, which seemed to snap his kid out of the absent-mindedness that produced
the error. His next throw was true, and still Robbie didn’t swing, shaking and
flinching. He put on a serious, yet cheerful look.
“Attaboy! You’ve got ‘em shaking like a girl now,” Todd yelled.
Bastard. Robbie’s face changed as the next ball struck him out. He
returned to the dugout dejected as the kids shuffled in from the bases and the
outfield. The Pirates fared about the same as us, only the first kid got to first on
a hit. I opened my mouth to yawn. I didn’t know why it was baseball that caught
his interest–especially in Arizona, where the long games become more of a battle
against the sun than a test of skill. Even back home, I had tried to remove myself
from the sport as much as possible.
My father used to ritualistically watch it on that grainy, dysfunctional TV
of his. He was a real Bostonian in his devotion to the Red Sox, something that
hadn’t transferred to me at all. For the first fourteen years of my life, my father
kept pushing for me to follow that path and one day be “one of the great ones.”
I played along, of course, as all kids do before that idea of self crystallizes. My
happiness was my father’s. If he was happy, if he gave me the attention that a
child needed, I could toughen up and do anything. Toughen up. That’s what he
kept saying when I would try to quit, when I struggled with being good enough
to play after my naive hope was crushed by failure. He had gotten physical. It
spilled over from our private lives and into practice. I remember getting pelted
by his pitches, sliding till my legs burned from the raspberry scrapes. His brutal
rule caught notice, and he toned it down, saving his ridiculous punishments for
home. Errors were zero-tolerance. If I caused someone else to err it was as good
as if I had done it. One time we got back home, and I’d had five errors. Five times
he dunked my head into the bowl full of his piss and shit, jamming my nose into
the porcelain with his hand on the back of my head, the other belting my back.
His reeking beer breath hot on my back. My mother got home from the hospital
early. His entire world, that which softened and quelled the man. That freakish
look in his eye disappeared. My mother, an incredible woman. That threat of
divorce made in the face of such violence. I still can’t believe how she ever got us
out of there. My mouth closed, and I took the time to drink a large pull of water.
Todd’s at the trash bin tossing his third beer in.
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The can clattered against the rim and the side of the trash can. Todd had the
next one ready, pulling the tab as he turned around and made his way back to the
bleachers and his cooler. He kept a close eye on his boy, Colby, as he scuttled in
that way of his to the pitcher’s mound. The umpire tossed him a ball to start the
second inning, which he nearly dropped. This prompted a grunt and a sip. The
first batter on their team managed to pull off a hit, but it was a slow grounder
towards the mound. Colby picked it up and sent it to first base in time. The next
kid fouled twice and swung late. The third made contact, sending the ball down
inside the foul line, and the chase and lack of throwing power let him take third.
At least it wasn’t his kid screwing up, thought Todd. He looked over at that asshole from last season. Lanky and thin, narrow jaw that always had an opinion, just
like his wife. His name was Jim Benson, his kid Robert. Jim was a shrink from
somewhere on the east coast. Well-kept and groomed, usually well-dressed for
these games for no reason. Todd had never seen the man’s wife. Supposedly she
had died—his kids were either hers or adopted. He thought there was something
funny about him. Todd returned his attention back to the game. They had scored
once, but were finally done. Colby was up at bat first.
“Smash it at ‘em! Show that Benson girl how to swing!”
The aluminum harshly cracked against the ball—a line drive between the
third and second. Colby nabbed second base barely. The next batter brought him
in with a solid hit and the help of some throwing errors. Tied game as it shifted
into the third inning. His wife would always doze off at this point in a baseball
game. They’d watch them on TV, when they were still together, before she took
off.
My wife was too talkative, too hopeful. I had met her when I still found that kind
of thing charming–when I was naive too. I didn’t listen to the people that said
we married too quick and young. She was the type of girl who didn’t pay attention to what was supposed to be. I found her almost familiar in that sense, like
a good friend of mine from college. She was a bold, idealistic kind of person.
Eventually that idealism wore me thin. She wanted to fight all these battles, all
these things wrong with the world, with the nation. Her sensitivity and behavior,
she eventually grew to hate my indifference. She had a strange group of friends
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when we were married, women that looked like men, writers and poets, actors.
I was suspicious. I was also a “beard” for her. When I found out I just about
lost control. I demanded to know why she was such a lying deceitful freak. She
turned the question back on me: “How different are you from me? That man
from school you talk about, you do so with the same love as you talk about me.”
I didn’t understand, nor want to. I threatened to out her, to let the world judge
her, and commit the violence I couldn’t. Our kid was just barely four and I wanted him safe from her, safe from her queer freakshow of friends. She left the state
without him and with my threat bearing down on her. Ever since, I’ve had this
short temper.
The intersession between third and fourth innings began, as orange slices were
passed around the dugout. Robbie was playing with the peels, gathering them
from his teammates. He was holding up two above his eyes, angled like comically
oversized angry eyebrows. I laughed and gave him a wave. He was surprised that
I caught him in his routine and bashfully removed the sticky peels from his face
before turning towards the coach. I walked to the trash bin to throw out my water
bottle and looked up and saw Todd approaching to do the same. I decided to say
something.
“Leave my kid out of it when you’re talking up your own.”
He stopped where he was, arrogantly offended. “What I say to my kid is
none of your business. You’re always so damn sensitive.”
I refused to back off, so I stepped towards him. “My kid’s well-being is
absolutely my business—”
He stepped forward, getting in my face. “Fuck your well-being,” he said.
Each word had followed the next slowly, precisely enunciated in that gruff voice.
He turned away, towards his seat and another beer.
That fucker, I thought.
The game proceeded. Todd said one or more things about my kid, but
Robbie managed to get a hit when his turn came back around. I was filled with joy
when he reached first base and did a little celebration move, throwing his arms
up and jumping, a huge smile on his face. Our team lost in the end, but he didn’t
care. I walked him back to my truck at the edge of the parking lot, but then Greg
or somebody called out to me, reminding me that I had water jug duty for next
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week. I walked back to the dugout, emptied out the coolers and returned to my
truck. I set the jugs down in my truck bed—which was lower to the ground than
a larger truck—and heard that voice: “I’m just trying to help toughen that son of
yours up, so he doesn’t become a fag like you.”
I turned to look at him. He was carrying a bag of bats in one hand and a
single bat in the other, about seven yards away from the back of his truck. Robbie
was sitting in the truck with the air conditioning on. I walked towards Todd and
prepared a low voice.
“I ain’t a fuckin’ queer. Neither is Robbie. What’s your problem?”
“That isn’t what the rumors have been saying–no wife that anyone’s
heard you speak of, that job of yours all about feelings and self-esteem and shit.
Not honest work is it? Two fucked up people trading sob stories, huh?”
“I do good work. I help people who don’t know themselves. I help people move on, something you’re clearly in need of.” I tried to get him to see what
he looked like out there.
“Yeah, you’re so fuckin’ perfect, right? You’re a shitty parent, that’s my
problem, you had parents that were soft on you, never taught you how to discipline, huh?” He moved towards me, only eight inches from my face.
“You have no goddamn right to criticize how I raise my kid or comment
on my upbringing, I let my kid figure out what he wants. I don’t like baseball and
yet here I am, supporting him. Not barking at him like someone who so obviously hates himself.”
“Shut your fuckin’ mouth, I’m done—”
The bag dropped to the ground with a hollow metal thud. That hand
meets the other that was dragging the bat. The tip skipped across the parking
lot’s gravel twice before rising up to his shoulder-level. Forty-seven inches of
aluminum meant for much smaller hands than the ones that held it. He swung the
bat. My arm was too slow to cover my head and brace for the blow. The aluminum met my forearm with a crack, and it pushed it back as the tip of the bat met
my head. Arm contused and brain concussed, I’d later learn. The blow sent me
reeling back into my truck, my back hitting the gate, and my body rolled to the
right. The truck shook and Robbie looked up from his book and turned around.
A second later Todd takes another swing, connecting with my kidney. Robbie
screamed. Someone was screaming “Hey” too many yards away. Lungs gasped
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for air as I doubled over the gate of my truck bed. My box, I thought. I began
reaching, my back exposed. Another blow—my shoulder blade—delivered while
Todd screamed something. The first latch was open. One more blow, this time
to my lower back, the sciatic nerve, they told me. The second latch was open.
“Look at me!” he screamed. Robbie is in there. Please close your eyes this time,
I thought, and I turned. Todd’s arms raised, sweat dripping down the freakish
forehead with raging veins, aiming for my head with that bat, bent from all the
strikes. Trigger clicks. Pin igniting.
The pattern of the shotgun’s pellets was clearly illustrated on his chest
and gut for a freezing second. The small punctures of glass diamond shards shimmered before the crimson began to soak his pit-stained work shirt. It flowed left
and right, up and down, blossoming. My father’s face looked as if it were on fire,
as if the blast was an injection of magma. The force launched him backwards,
into the gravel. I registered what I had just done, what I just did in front of my
boy. (He could see the headline, “Patricide in Phoenix.”) I ejected the shell, took
out the second one, and tossed the gun in my truck, not wanting to hurt more. I
needed the gun out of my hands before it burnt holes in them. I can’t remember
much; maybe it was that long-forgotten shock or maybe it was the brain damage,
or both—the doctors were uncertain. My vision was smeared by our blood—it
hardened and dried on my face like chalk. I was choking on that hot iron from
inside my bones. Sirens howled like the world was on fire, erupting from the very
core of the planet. My legs wobbled on the shaking gravel. I could see all the heat
of his body, the pebbles, and my wounds, more than I could ever feel it. My knees
buckled, and my face met those rocks—the same ones now stained with that man.
I’ve made another fatherless boy, another one like me. Who was really the one
that couldn’t move on? Courtroom. I was there, and he was too. I sat in the air,
hoping for a verdict, a sentencing, some vindication that I was wrongly put here.
I was murdered, wasn’t I? Self-defense, they said. Possible brain damage. Eyewitness accounts. That boy, my boy, his. What he had seen, what that guy that said
“Hey!” had seen. The passed out, face-down figure, covered in brutal bruises
with a misshapen forearm and temple, lying in front of a man with a chest peeled
open, tenderized by shrapnel—the blood completing its final circuits through the
shredded body. What was he thinking, lying there as the warmth abandoned him,
as touch and pain became nothing? Men in uniforms came. One wore a medical
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uniform, who only relayed “Dead on arrival.” Another zipped the man up in a
black bag. Blue uniforms sealed off the area, tried to calm the panic. Two little
boys in uncomfortable, dirty pants were seated in a cruiser. The other man was
cuffed to the gurney unconscious—looking like an abandoned sewing project.
Men tried to see him. One was a lawyer. A boy returned and a boy displaced. A
shrink for the shrink. The man that had first interrupted the scene was trying to
piece all this together, reliving it all through testimony, feeling unbearably too
late, too responsible.
On that hospital bed, I saw that blast again; he must have been horrified
that his wife would do such a thing to me. Todd had finally been able to formulate
his anger, our anger— to manifest it in a tangible, real act. I was raw, newborn.
The urge to destroy was real, we were real, not what we once were. And then
it got plucked away from us, in an instant, by a woman or a father, our greatest
enemies hiding in the other. She finally did steal my son from me, like I always
feared. That was our fear: the theft of belonging, of being. We had always feared,
or not believed what was possible from those people. Ignored what the possible
was and was not. I’ve beaten and shot a man.

Colin Thompson is an English major in the Creative Writing emphasis. They are
from Arizona and look forward to law school following graduation this spring.
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Ik-onkaar sat naam kartaa purakh nirbhau nirvair akaal moorat ajoonee
saibhan gur-prasad.
Jap.
Aad sach jugaad sach.
Hai bhi sach nanak hosi bhi sach.
One Universal Creator God. The Name Is Truth. Creative Being Personified.
No Fear. No Hatred. Image Of The Undying, Beyond Birth, Self-Existent. By
Guru’s Grace
Chant And Meditate:
True In The Primal Beginning. True Throughout The Ages.
True Here And Now. O Nanak, Forever And Ever True.

This prayer is permanently burned onto the insides of my eyelids, glowing in the pitch black of the loneliest bit of human existence, a comfort to my
grandmother, a nightmare to me. I suppose it’s only fitting that the ritual that began most of the early mornings of my childhood begins this. Once upon a time,
I found the chant comforting, a way to shut out the dark at night, to calm the
voices in my head, a peace that could have been found by reciting nursery rhymes
or the lyrics to a pop song. So long as the words were said, she didn’t care if we
actually understood any of it. The bad. The good. The purposefully forgotten.
Prayer doesn’t need to be explained, only done.
For my grandmother, the magic was in the words, not their meaning.
The magic was in the stories, not the people listening. Sikhi1 was only as good as
the participation, not the belief. But, perhaps, that’s unfair. My grandmother is
nothing but a believer. She believes in the ten Gurus. She believes in the Grand
1 Another term for Sikhism, literally meaning “disciple” in Punjabi, used here to talk about the people and the
religion at large.
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Sahib.2 She believes in the power of God. She believes. If only that belief extended to the things she was never taught, to the things her children were never
taught, to the world beyond her childhood in Punjab.
Balwinder Kaur Dhariwal–this was the name on my emergency contact
sheet from kindergarten to sixth grade. She was not my mother but she was still
Mummy. A confusing prospect for a child, to call two different women by the
same name; I was raised by two different women and neither could agree on how
exactly that should be done. But argument in those days was impossible and
counterproductive.
Argument, these days, is apparent and unavoidable. But perhaps that’s
unfair. I don’t argue with Balwinder Kaur Dhariwal. But I do hide things. But
perhaps that too is unfair. I omit. Never lie, only omit. It’s a kindness, or at least
that’s my justification. This is Balwinder Kaur Dhariwal and I know I can’t cross
her.
I don’t cross her. But I do visit. Every time I make that two hour–one and
half if I break traffic laws–trip home, I visit.
That, too, is a kindness. I could avoid her. It would be very easy to deny
her. To use my schooling to never return and thus never cross her, but that
would be unfair and hardly kind.
So with the itch of kindness and the faint cry of unfairness, I pass my
usual exit off the 5 and instead take Beach Blvd, feet upset to be ripped away
from routine. It’s not that I dreaded visiting my grandmother. In fact, the ten
minute drive down Beach Blvd, from the edge of Fullerton to the heart of Buena
Park, was always enjoyable. I got to wave at my favorite bums and listen to tourist
screams at the same intersection. Of course, the dread came pooling in between
the spaces of my knees once I turned the corner into her complex. My phone
rang just as I pulled into my unofficial parking spot in front of the condominiums. I don’t answer the phone. It was a kindness. I am greeted with both a hug
and slap at the door.
“Sat Shri Akaal,3 Mummiji!”4 The switch is instant, practice made per2 The main religious text in Sikhism.
3 Typical formal, religious greeting; literal translation: “True is the name of God.”
4 Mother with the honorific -ji.
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fect. Nineteen-year-old broken woman spins back into the frame of a naive fiveyear-old girl, so sure of herself and the world it’s nauseating. It’s not as though
I’m changing into another person when I pass her threshold but I omit the bits of
me that she would find offensive. I’m mostly sure that this is a custom done by all
to exist peacefully with family.
Her hug is tight, pale fingers blushing red from the contact. She must be
in a good mood. The visit follows her grip, upright for the first half as she splits
into two and we yell at one another from two rooms, as I try to cram all the mundane that I already told her about on the phone into a language I haven’t spoken
since my last visit.
At some point the conversation lulls and I remember my lungs, the
weight of my breaths and her “loving” pet name, “Hello, Motto.”5 I want to puke
again but as usual, I don’t have the courage to endure her consequences. Instead, I stare at the walls–my childhood companions. They’ve changed very little
over the course of the years and it doesn’t bother me like it used to. Consistency
was comfort.
History stared at history, while religious icons looked on from above.
For my grandmother, the portraits of religious martyrs inspired belief but I could
never get past the lazy eyes and flat backgrounds, cartoons that adults shoved
down their children’s throats. Guru Gobind Singh6 was in the center, standing
on top of a tiger skin, staring infinitely down at the occupants of the biggest sofa
in the room. In the background, a mountain, meant to be somewhere in the Himalayas, there is a Gurdwara7 there, my grandmother had explained many years
ago. She has dreamed of visiting. I don’t know if she still does.
To my right is a collage of family photos, it is not the only such collage
but it is the one that has existed the longest. My mother is featured most prominently. Considering she is my grandmother’s only surviving child, it would be
sad if she wasn’t. The photos are arranged like a boring comic strip, with no
setup, action, or punchline. Even their expressions stay constant. Though that
is understandable: she was getting married to a man she had met only days ago.
5 Colloquial Hindi/Punjabi meaning “Fatty” or “Fatso.”
6 Tenth in a line of “Gurus” or religious teachers and leaders that founded Sikhism.
7 Religious temple where prayer and community events are held.
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It was a kindness, also in fashion. Blushing brides were not tolerated in Punjabi
culture.
Above those photos were my brothers framed in gold, smiles blazing
eternally, an innocence that one could only long for. Someone–I want to say
my grandmother but memory fails me–tied teal and orange turbans onto their
tiny heads, a “what could have been.” Unlike me, or perhaps just like me, the
boys didn’t get to choose the length of their hair. They were mona8 from birth.
My grandmother always maintained they’d look great in turbans, the cultural
hallmark of Sikh men. But with the constant screechings on national television,
flamed White stirrings to the never-ending stream of Brown men in turbans and
bushy beards, suspected terrorists on every channel, it was clear why my parents
thought it safer to abstain from one tradition and keep their sons.
She returned with a cup of chai. “Only one more month,” she said.
“One more month till what, mama?”
She got up without answering, striding over to the entertainment center
on the other side of the living room, brimming with more framed photos, souvenir mugs, dollar store figurines and enough VHS9 tapes to record the entirety of
The Simpsons. As she passed the immortal faces, I couldn’t help but feel uneasy,
like their gaze had been fixed on her instead of me, and the hatred for existing
outside of the 4 x 6 in frames. Most of the stares belonged to me or a me that was
many years ago. I often wonder what she thinks of me now, the girl who once
called herself a princess, wanting nothing more than to be a forgotten pauper.
It’s unfair but maybe my grandmother is to blame for that as well. She made me
her Gudi10 and pulled my strings before I knew what they were and that no one
else had them. By the time I figured out that Gudiya11 can live lives of their own,
I had burnt any bridge out of town and remained stuck there in a fake gold frame
on one of the pristine shelves in her entertainment center, forced to watch others
watch others on the television screen.
She reached into a stack of mail without looking and pulled out what
from a distance looked like a glittery golden square. She hobbled back over,
8 Punjabi term for a Sikh who cuts his/her hair (keeping hair uncut is a tenet of strict adherence to Sikhism).
9 VHS (Video Home System): the precursor to DVDs.
10 Punjabi for “doll.”
11 Punjabi plural for “doll.”
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excitement pouring into the half step she skipped to get to me. I took the comically large envelope from her outstretched hand, somehow heavier than I thought
possible, glitter already invading the creases that made up my fingerprints. Jatt12
Man weds Jatt Woman, in broad, copperplate script surrounded by a criminal
amount of flourishes–whoever they paid to do calligraphy must have two kinds of
arthritis at this point. I don’t know why I bothered to flip through the set of also
nauseatingly golden cards crammed into the blinding envelope.
Information that could have been detailed on one card was segmented
out onto three with fancy custom fonts and English explanations of rituals every
Brown-blooded kid knew by heart.
“Do we know them? This is all the way in Bakersfield, Mummy.”
“Of course we know them. She is your grandfather’s cousin’s granddaughter.”
I did the mental jumping jacks, shuffling from one side of our incomprehensible family tree to the other, counting imaginary branches, only to lose track
and start over. Third cousin? Third cousin once-removed? It was much simpler
in Punjabi. She was my cousin, my paniji,13 in the loosest sense of the word. Or
as my grandmother put it, noting the lost light in my eyes, “She’s like Gurmun,
your cousin-sister.”
I nodded and finished my chai. As I shuffled out of my seat and gathered
our empty cups, I had to ask, “So, are we going?”
“I don’t know, have you asked your mother?’
So, we were going. This was her way of telling me. I had heard of this
infamous Bakersfield wedding. My mother had already spoken about it on the
phone, already started picking out the set of suits and jewelry we’d be taking. I
had hoped that the wedding would fall in the middle of my classes, leaving me
unable to attend. But it was an unkind hope. Unkind to both my mothers, one
who was extremely excited, and the other, who couldn’t bear to be alone with
the former. But the world was unfair–the wedding, as the gold cards so subtly
informed me, was right after Christmas. I’d be going after all. And she’d be going
12 A complicated term with a plethora of contexts and connotations; in this case, it refers to a culture of primarily agricultural landowning Sikhs in Punjab.
13 Punjabi term for sister with the honorific -ji.
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after all.
I put the cups in the sink, letting water wash out the remaining tea
grounds into the drain. I recalled one of my grandmother’s jobs when she first
came to California. She was a maid at Holiday Inn, on the down-low of course,
picking up after all the generous White folks that wouldn’t spare her a second
glance. I wondered if that’s where the hate started or ended or middled or if it
mattered to her at all. People started calling her “Goody.” And she was a goody.
Law and rule-abiding, goody two-shoes or three. “Goody’’ was easier to say than
Balwinder Kaur Dhariwal. The name stuck and spread until everyone knew her
as “Goody.” I asked her once if she liked her nickname. She said she didn’t really
care–it was what people called her.
She was “Goody” and I was her gudi and we were going to Bakersfield in
a month.
Chai finished and chat had, it was more than fair and kind to leave. But
something in me or maybe in her begged me to stay. Just stay. So I did and we
watched TV for a bit, a flurry of news bytes, more depressing and flame-stroking
than the last. At some point, I’ll feel her eyes fall off the edge of the television
and glide over the room to me. I don’t meet her eyes. It isn’t strange anymore.
Her mouth opens and only one of a few things come out: a new insight about my
weight, a valid critique of my clothing choices, a lamentation of my cut hair, or,
the correct option this time, her note that I wasn’t wearing jewelry. What kind of
woman was I? Not wearing jewelry, how scandalous!
And so, she rose and took hold of my hand, not tightly, but firm. A mother’s kind of firm, a mother’s kind of love. And we climbed the stairs together,
destination known, path unchanging.
Just like the living room below, my grandmother’s room hadn’t changed,
white lace hand-knit curtains that bellowed in the afternoon wind, pristine sheets
that must have been freshly washed and pressed, the faint after-smell of incense
masking the feminine scent that could only belong to her. We, my siblings and
I, had spent quite some time in our childhood finishing our night’s sleep in this
bed. My mother would work an early morning shift at the hospital and thus we
were dropped off at dear Goody’s. With the alarm clocks glaring red numbers at
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6:30, we would shirk the weight of the waking world until our bodies decided or
perhaps grandma decided that we get up.
Déjà vu, the kind that helped instead of hurt, wrapped its fingers over
mine as I ran my hands up and down the sheets, creating ripples and wrinkles, futile attempts to change a single piece of her world. As I remained preoccupied by
the bed, my grandmother began pulling out tin after tin, box after box and placed
them over the wrinkles I had made. An Indian woman’s jewelry was her entire
life; for my grandmother, it was my future. We went through the boxes and tins
every few months, the ritual she could never remember doing the first or second
or third or twentieth time.
I’d peruse like usual, pawing at yellowing pouches semi-filled with an
assortment of mismatched karats and pendants missing chains. She wanted me
to wear something of hers at the wedding. It became a scavenger hunt, as she
dumped out bag after bag, searching for a thing that didn’t exist or only did on
the underside of her floating memories. Fake or real, silver or gold, band after
band, my fat fingers choked with every attempt and my grandmother’s tongue
continued to click.
“This one?” Real gold with small slivers of green and red triangles, a
mini mosaic. But no.
“This?” Fake silver with a dirty, unclear diamond. Very close, it slipped
past the second joint but became stuck. She pulled and pulled, my flesh drowning in blood. It came off with an audible crack, nothing broken but my pride.
“Sorry, Putarji,14 your hands are too heavy.” Her own slender fingers
wrapped around mine, massaging the red ring that had formed on the assaulted finger, a bruise for the future. Both our hands were soft but hers were of a
different kind. The tips of her fingers didn’t cave to pressure. Years of labor, of
handling fire, of shoveling cow shit, of making beds, of kneading dough, of boiling tea, of braiding hair, of pressing turbans, of scrubbing toilets, of dusting dirt
floors, of pinching cheeks, of holding hands, of handing out langar,15 of wiping
tears; years had made these hands soft but they had also made them strong. A
strength that mine could only taste.
14 Putar, Punjabi for child with the honorific -ji.
15 The ritual of feeding others from a communal free kitchen in Gurudwaras.
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Goody had been put to work from day one. She was the eldest girl, not
the eldest child but the eldest girl. This made her the second in command, mommy’s most valued little soldier, sent off to fight wars in a world that she would
never understand but recreate for her daughters. The history that resulted in her
chemically burnt smooth fingertips had made her and she made me. How could I
hold anything against those strong, soft hands that barely enveloped mine? But I
couldn’t fit into any of her grandmother’s rings, into the remnants of the last of
Punjab’s ghosts. I couldn’t fit.
The world feels big in the city, centuries crammed into street corners,
languages blended and born, herds of humanity shoving their way in and out of
the limelight. But it feels even bigger when you leave it, past the cookie-cutter
suburbs and legally mandated manicured lawns, past the tourist traps and never-ending deluge of identical instagrammable moments, past the smears of smog
we pretend are clouds, past the salty air that invades your nostrils long before
the mind-numbing blue of the Pacific coast can. Past that is the world. And it had
been quite some time since Goody had seen it.
The freeway stretched before us, a yawning snake, curving by delicate
design in between the folds of mountains, sloping back down to kiss the edge
of the Mojave. We had been on the road for an hour or so. My mother was at the
wheel, so for us, no time had passed. My grandmother sat in front, chair reclined
as much as the manufacturer would allow, arm swung over her face, shielding
her eyes from the dying sun to our side, faintly paying attention to the old Hindi
music that filtered through the radio. It was quiet, not because we had run out of
things to say but because the scenery demanded it. Marbled brown, green, gray
and red ran down the sides of the artificial canyon, the colors bright in the dim
sunlight.
Eventually, the marbled canyons bled into indifferent deserts, sand and
wind forever making love in silence, with an inconsistent caravan of cars, voyeurs
on a voyage. Sometimes the flurry of kicked up sand would form faces. For me,
faces I had yet to meet. For my mother, faces that couldn’t speak. For Goody,
faces she couldn’t forget.
Grizzled men with painted blood that chiseled out the last of their fea92
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tures, women who were more veil than a person bellowing in the perverted wind,
children vague and muddled as the thoughts that gave them form, flitting from
one state of unbeing to another, all the while our car passed them by. Each face
faded and gone before the moment could be held and fixed.
“How much longer?” I asked as another ghost gave way to the forward
and the desert moved in tandem to our speed.
“Almost there, Betaji,”16 my mother responded without lifting her eyes
from the stretch of road in front of her. Almost there.

Born and raised in Orange County, Gurleen Kang is a senior at USD majoring in English with the Creative Writing emphasis and minoring in International Relations. After
graduation, she plans on taking a really long nap. After that, she hopes to pursue an
MFA in fiction and a PhD in English with a focus on digital and interactive fiction. Her
dream is to publish a collection of short stories and spend the rest of her life teaching.
16 Punjabi for gender-neutral child, with honorific -ji.
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Children don’t have any say in the biggest family decisions. Their opinion may count in deciding what to have for dinner, what ride to go on next, or, on
days when Mom is feeling silly, which mismatched outfit to wear to school. They
don’t decide when Mom will begin to believe they’ve found someone better,
someone who can give you both a better life, someone who’s good at making
promises but not good at keeping them. One day, the decision has been made
when you weren’t around, and your stuff is already in the station wagon. One
day, you go to a new home in a new place and meet a new man who calls you son.
I don’t remember agreeing to any of it.
The road that our new home was on was easy to miss. It was a gap in the
trees off the main road, marked by a sign that said “McConney Grove” in black
letters. Why is the sign white instead of green like the other street signs? Mom
doesn’t know either. I’m not sure she even heard the question. Her knuckles are
bright white on the steering wheel. She shuts the radio off. I guess she couldn’t
concentrate with Billy Joel’s “The Longest Time” in her ears; we usually sing
that song together. I didn’t know it then, but lots of little things like that would
change.
Our new street isn’t paved. The car bumps around and dust kicks up in
clouds around the windows. I lean over from my seat behind Mom, resting my
elbow on the boxes in the middle seat so that I can see out of the windshield. I
see a big blue house through the brown clouds of dirt just as Mom says, “There it
is.” She says it with a happy voice that means she wants me to be excited. I guess
I am.
We pull into one of the parking spots in front of the house, outlined by
those big wooden logs like the ones on train tracks. Mom gets out as he comes
out of the house. I think it’s weird because this looks like the back of a house,
but it’s the side facing the street. Mom gives him a big hug and he looks at me
through the window, smiling, but I don’t smile back. I don’t know him. How
does Mom know him? I’m always with her, I think, so it crosses my mind that I
don’t know how they know each other so well. They must talk on the phone a lot.
Did Dad know they talked on the phone a lot? I wonder where Dad is.
He opens my door for me and says, “Hey, Tiger.” I didn’t know it yet,
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but that would be what he’d call me on good days, when I hadn’t been misbehaving and Mom wasn’t crying. We leave our stuff in the car while he shows us
around. “I’ll get it later,” he says. “Let’s go see the house.”
We walk around the side of the house and, as soon as we turn the corner,
I can see the water. The wide brown river laps quietly at the far end of our new
backyard, the early afternoon sun gleaming white on the tiny ripples. I copy Mom
and put my hand on my eyebrows to see better; there’s a beach on the other side
and a few speedboats between here and there. I walk a few steps behind them out
to the edge of the water and we go across the wooden bridge to a floating dock.
It looks new, covered in that fake grass stuff, like the kind you see at mini-golf,
but it’s red instead of green. Mom tells me to be careful and takes my hand as the
waves from a passing boat make the dock bob up and down unevenly like teetering on a seesaw.
We cross the yard back to the other side of the house and go in the door
that he first emerged from. The inside looks older than the outside; it’s so much
darker than it was outside, but my eyes adjust and I can see the wood-paneled
walls in the hallway and the old brown carpeting covering the floor. He puts his
hand on my shoulder and says, “We might as well start with your room, Tiger.”
My room is at the end of the short hallway, the only door, and he opens it like
Willy Wonka letting those kids into the big room where they can eat everything.
The wood paneling from the hallway continues to all four sides of the
room and there’s a single shelf that goes all the way around the room just a little
higher than my head. Every inch is full of books that he tells me are mine. Mom
tells me that he works in a bookstore; he says it’s his store, so he’s been taking
home books for me for the last few weeks. I can tell he’s happy when I finally
smile. Other than the books on the shelves, the only other thing in the room is
a small bed, a cot really, that will squeak every time I get in and out of it. “All
yours, Tiger,” he says as we start back down the short hallway. I had no way of
knowing that this room would be where he forgot who I was and he’d blame me
for trying to kill him, right after we’d been laughing and joking as I sat on his
stomach playing a game, like kids do with their fathers.
At the other end of the hallway is the kitchen with a round wooden table
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in the middle; there are only two chairs. This will be where we make tacos, where
I blow out the candles for my seventh birthday, and where we heat big pots of
water on the stove to pour into the bathtub. He tells mom that Bob from next
door will be over to help him fix the plumbing soon, but I don’t remember ever
taking a hot bath without them boiling the water first. It must have been a big
pain because we usually take our showers at the YMCA. Mom never comes with
us because she’s at work all day. I don’t know where she takes her showers. She
always smells good though, like flowers.
On the other side of the kitchen, an archway leads to the living room. It’s
bright in there because the afternoon sun floods the room through big sliding
doors that go all the way across the back of the house. Mom says she loves that
we can always see the river. There are crates all over the floor, covering half of
the enormous space, all filled with vinyl records. We’ll spend hours in this room
listening to Iron Butterfly bellow “In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida” before hearing him
explain, for the hundredth time, that they’re really saying Garden of Eden, and
where Muddy Waters will cut through heartbreaking silences with the soulful,
booming “Ooooooooooo yeah” that starts off “Mannish Boy.” It’s funny how I
separate those pieces of memory from the one where I came out of the hallway
to see my mother crying, naked, before telling me through urgent, quaking sobs
to go back to my room. I guess I already knew how much music would mean to
me, even then, even if I didn’t know what rape was, or that you could do it to your
partner.
After the living room, we went to see the second floor of the house. It’s
weird that we have to go outside and up some new-looking wooden stairs to get
to it. It’s all white, unfinished, with sheets of drywall in stacks next to power
tools and tool belts on the floor. I don’t know whose tools they are, but when we
left two years later the room wasn’t done, so I wonder if the tools just sat there
collecting dust, or if someone took them back for a job that would actually get
completed. I didn’t know it then, but more than a decade later, after I’d become
a man, a better man, he’d die in that place, finally finished, stiff and alone until
his sister came to see why he hadn’t been answering her phone calls. For now,
though, he says that when it’s done we can either live up here or rent it out. He
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looks at me and asks, “What do you think, Tiger, live up here or downstairs?”
In the two years we lived there, the house never changed, but Mom and
I did. The house remained broken and unfinished; we would resemble it more
every day that we stayed. I only have a few pictures from those years because
my photo albums ended up floating down the river after an argument they had.
I can’t imagine how one led to the other, but the few pictures I do have are of
moments that don’t bring back any memories to fill in the rest of their stories.
Feeding swans in our backyard. My smiling face as I stand proudly with a new
bike. Halloween. Sunbathing on the dock. That red dock. I don’t remember the
three of us stretching out to sunbathe, dripping wet from a summer swim. But I
remember being held under the freezing water, gasping for breath as I frantically
tried to get free of his grip around my neck, clawing at that red turf, only to see
him casually walk away once I finally slipped free. I remember shivering, frozen
on that red dock, until I heard a car coming bumping noisily down that dirt road,
and I prayed that Mom was home from work. She was. I don’t remember looking
back as she sped out of there, never to return, not even for our stuff. I do remember telling his family about it at his wake. Maybe I got his temper. I hope not.

Shaun Morand is a senior English major in the Creative Writing emphasis. He
originally hails from Connecticut, but now calls San Diego home. After serving in
the United States Army for fifteen years, he decided to follow his dream of becoming a full-time writer. When he’s not working toward that goal, he spends his time
with his wife, Sonya, and his two children, Madi and Bam.
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On the cold wet tiles of the sink, I spit my last thought and turned off the
light. The hospital bed was warm and you kept the light on before 7 p.m. and the
hall light on after nine. No one was in our room during the eight o’clock meal.
I drenched my salad with Thousand Island dressing and you lifted your back in
pain as you put the tray down. We shared the ketchup. You have worn that watch
for seven years now and I can’t tell the time anymore without looking outside in
the morning after or before the ceiling told me to stop staring. We climbed the
stairs together to remind my body that it didn’t always need lab tubes, and you
have worn wrinkly glue-bottomed socks in solidarity for two hours today. I wish
the doctors put a clipboard at the end of my bed. Then I could feel checked off
by the doctors most days. Then they could leave a note to my parents to bring
a better sleeping bag next time, and for them to pick me up in the morning. I
slept with you last night and you left your car running the day we met during
rehearsal. It was a soggy day and I liked talking to the valet coat lady who I now
know is called a concierge. Please don’t leave me, not until the morning. I waited
for two days to not get worried. Also, the pink of the nurse’s back and the blue
of her padded socks have left me feeling dry in the mouth. She wears her hair
curled up so tight and I wonder why I never watch Bugs Bunny at night but then
I remember it’s because I watch it every day, morning, and afternoon as she
reaches across to my right arm to flick the catheter that’s more hers than mine.
Calm pink and harsh blue and I take you. I take you away from me, away from the
blood and the spills and the nights I don’t want to look at the corner of my pillow
anymore. Most nights I am scrunched feeling your weight and the way you leave
your leather brown pockets on the corner chair. I love that jacket, you got it in
Missoula. I have never been to Cabo and don’t see why I won’t fly there soon.
You bring me waves of hot chocolate but lately, I haven’t been sipping. Lately,
I haven’t seen much of either of us and I miss the way I used to stand so congratulatory to the nurses who got to see us. “You will survive if he keeps lookin’
that fine,” they would say, cracking up with laughter down the halls with their
styrofoam coffee cups and hair pulled back, scrunching their knees as they walk
because they laugh at things they don’t understand. You are sick in love with me
and I have eight years to live, max. Which is actually a pretty good time grid for
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an undergrad and masters, and I’m getting mine in April—two years from now.
I will write to you again and write about you to the editor down the hall. He has
influenza and will die from it because his mom either loved him too much or not
at all. He is on his way to sixty, with a birthday on November 8, and will die from
the common cold. All the numbers have got to hurt, maybe that’s why they call
me so many times and I call you at 4:00, 5:00, and 6:00 p.m., waiting for you to
get off the 5 south so I can learn about your morning as your Mazda sits in traffic.
Is it still blue? I can’t tell from my new window that doesn’t face the parking lot
anymore. Pink lemonade is hard to remember when your parents don’t make it
for you anymore and I want you to know I would make it for our kids as soon as
they got home from school and sat at the counter with math sheets they really
should just draw on. I love you and the way you crinkle your hair when you don’t
put gel in it and I think the day you met my illness you made a promise to never
mistake happiness for recovery. I’ll miss you for that and pray you’ll never miss a
day missing me. Enjoy the pink lemonade. Actually, just come over right now. I
know you have the mornings off and the Rose Bowl is almost starting. The floor
is very quiet and everyone is awake. Please make your way through security softly
and ring the doorbell twice. I will miss playing make-believe Deal or No Deal
with you. I hope, this time, you land on the lottery without your luscious locks
and laugh as you go bald like Howie Mandel.

Audrey Garrett is a second-year English major minoring in Spanish and Environmental Science. She is the cartoonist for The USD Vista and is from Washington DC.
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